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ABSTRACT 

Industrial requirements of modern, agile production aim at achieving intelligent behaviour and 

fast reconfigurability of the production system. Evolvable Production Systems (EPS) is a 

novel production systems paradigm, incorporating principles of modularity and adaptability. 

EPS uses process-specific modules, Ontologies and the EPS-knowledge base to enable 

these characteristics. The thesis proposes a heterarchical control architecture, implemented 

as Multi-Agent System, to enable adaptation and evolution of the production system. 

Therefore agents are realized as software representations of physical production equipment. 

The implementation of EPS components (EPS-Ontology and knowledge base) are 

elaborated and the advanced behaviour of the Multi-Agent System is detailed: Self-

awareness of agents concerning their skills, based on the agent state representation, 

facilitates reasoning capabilities and advanced coordination strategies for production tasks. 

The thesis investigates the structure of the proposed multi-agent control architecture by a 

simulation of two heterarchical architectures on machine-level and evaluates dependencies 

of efficiency and robustness related to organisational structures of the agent society. Finally, 

system reconfigurability, which is achieved by changing multi-agent interactions, is 

elaborated in detail.   
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ZUSAMMENFASSUNG 

Industrielle Anforderungen zur Umsetzung von moderner, agiler Produktion implizieren die 

Notwendigkeit von schnell rekonfigurierbaren und intelligenten Produktionssystemen. 

Evolvable Production Systems (EPS) stellt einen neuen Ansatz dar, um diese Anfordungen 

zu erfüllen. EPS nutzt prozess-spezifische Module, Ontologien und Wissensdatenbanken um 

die geforderten Aspekte von struktureller Flexibilität und Adaptivität umzusetzen. Die 

Diplomarbeit präsentiert einen heterarchischen Steuerungsansatz, implementiert als Multi-

Agenten System, zur Realisierung der geforderten Rekonfigurierbarkeit von Produktions-

anlagen. Die Agenten stellen hierbei Softwarerepräsentationen der Produktionsanlagen dar. 

Neben der Beschreibung der Implementierung von EPS Komponenten (Ontologie und EPS-

Wissensdatenbank), werden die erweiterten Fähigkeiten des Multi-Agenten Systems in der 

vorliegenden Arbeit dargestellt: Die Kenntnisse des eigenen Zustandes sowie der 

Produktionsmöglichkeiten ermöglichen den Softwareagenten ein regelbasierendes Schluss-

folgern für die Entscheidungsfindung im Produktionsablauf. Dieses hat eine 

Leistungsverbesserung des Gesamtsystems zur Folge. In der Arbeit wird die Multi-Agenten- 

Architektur durch eine Simulation zweier heterarchischer Steuerungsstrukturen auf 

Maschinenlevel hinsichtlich Effizienz und Robustheit untersucht. Des Weiteren werden 

Rekonfigurationsmöglichkeiten des Produktionssystems, ermöglicht durch die Anpassung 

von Multi-Agenten Interaktionen, beschrieben und evaluiert. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Building Blocks of Intelligence 

In the early 1990‟s Rodney A. Brooks, from MIT Artificial Intelligence Lab, proposed a radical 

new approach to enable artificial intelligence of physical systems: 

Traditional Artificial Intelligence has tried to tackle the problem of building artificially 

intelligent systems from the top down. […] Recently there has been a movement to 

study intelligence from the bottom up, concentrating on physical systems (e.g., 

mobile robots), situated in the world, autonomously carrying out tasks of various 

sorts. Some of this work is based on engineering from first principles, other parts of 

the work are firmly based on biological inspirations.  

(Brooks 1991a) 

One of Brooks key arguments is the fact that intelligence can be built from simple entities, 

called behaviours, interacting with their environment. The combination and interactions of 

these entities leads to emergent and intelligent behaviour of the whole system. Brooks used 

this approach for design of software models for mobile robots. However Brooks‟ idea, to built 

complex intelligent systems from smaller parts in a bottom-up manner can be abstracted to 

the production domain.  

Today industrial requirements, such as sustainability or the trend towards mass 

customisation, have great influence on the production system‟s life-cycle. In order to cope 

with these industrial requirements and to prevent expensive, inflexible production systems, 

this thesis proposes a methodology to incorporate the bottom-up approach in the life-cycle of 

production systems. Small software entities, called agents, create complex and intelligent 

behaviour trough their communication and cooperation abilities. Henceforth the integration of 

agents in the production system leads to advanced system properties, such as 

reconfigurability and adaptability. 

In the remainder of the chapter underlying principles of production are introduced. The 

presented methodologies are investigated towards the development of industrial 

requirements and challenges for future manufacturing. One solution to meet the 

requirements is a change of the production systems‟ architecture. This approach is briefly 

introduced and elaborated in more detail in section 2 and section 3.  
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1.2 Production Methodologies 

Various production approaches have been developed over time supporting different visions 

and achieving different goals, such as accomplishing for needs of mass production or 

product diversity. For Example, lean production focuses on specialised production systems 

which are expensive, inflexible and fragile. Recent developments have different scopes, such 

as flexibility or reconfigurability. The trend towards mass customisation with high product 

variety and turbulent market situation poses different requirements, leading to the definition 

of the term agility: 

The capability of surviving and prospering in a competitive environment of 

continuous and unpredictable change by reacting quickly and electively to 

changing markets, driven by customer-designed products and services. 

(Gunasekaran 1999)  

Agility tackles performance criteria such as quality, cost and time by a variety of methods 

such as close relationships to customer and suppliers (Dugnay et al. 1997), see below for 

more details. Enablers are virtual enterprises, physically distributed teams and manufacturing 

or Concurrent Engineering (Gunasekaran 1998). The requirements for modern production 

systems led to approaches such as Flexible Manufacturing- or Evolvable Production 

Systems (discussed in more detail in chapter 2) which are instantiations of the underlying 

agility model.  

As mentioned above, several aspects have to be considered in order to be competitive and 

meet the current global challenges which are multi-facetted. Various roadmaps such as 

(Westkämper et al. 2009; Shi 2004; EUMECHA 2007; Giret & Botti 2004) propose enablers 

to meet the requirements for modern production: 

 Interoperability of systems: This property is required to represent data with different 

representation languages and models in a consist way and deal with heterogeneous 

software and hardware in the manufacturing and information environment. 

 “Plug and Produce” abilities: In order to rapidly integrate new subsystems or remove 

existing subsystems in run-time, an open and dynamic system structure is used.  

 Supply networks: Close cooperation with suppliers, partners, and customers for design 

and parts etc. is needed to achieve product quality and customisation.  

 Human resources: This property includes continuous training, teamwork and a close 

integration of computer and humans to an integrated process.  

 Scalability: Expansion of resources has to be implemented without the disruption of 

previously established organisational links. 

 Robustness and fault tolerance: Diagnosis procedures can be used to detect and 

recover from system failures. 

 New business models: Virtual Enterprises enable sharing of common equipment and 

processes between partner institutions. 
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 Reconfigurability and Evolvability: These properties are necessary to deal with 

dynamic environmental changes in production. 

The characteristics listed above, enable agile production of conventional production 

approaches, as well as they provide a basis for new solutions discussed in the next chapter. 

1.3 Distributed Control Solutions in Production Systems 

A promising approach to meet the requirements, described earlier, is a change in the 

production systems‟ architecture from a centralised or heterarchical structure to a distributed 

architecture. Parunak (1996) identifies various domains in which distributed approaches can 

be applied beneficially. In some approaches distributed entities are used to support software 

models or simulations, whereas in other cases distributed entities represent physical parts 

such as robots, CNC machines or software to incorporate flexible control architectures 

(Parunak 2000). In the latter case the control architecture enables a wide range of redesign 

possibilities for manufacturing systems in order to reuse equipment and processes. That is, 

distributed approaches can reconfigure itself to adapt to changes of dynamic environments in 

run-time and therefore exhibit properties such as agility or reconfigurability. The preferable 

system behaviour is described in more detail in section 2.2.1. Various domains like material 

handling or product design benefit from the distributed nature of the control solution 

(Babiceanu & Chen 2006).  

1.4 Outline of the Thesis 

Chapter 2 explores the state of the art of Multi-Agent Systems and presents approaches for 

agents in production. First a general introduction to agent theory with basic definitions is 

given and multi-agent interactions such as communication, cooperation and negotiation are 

discussed in detail. Then distributed systems for production are presented and compared to 

conventional approaches and design methodologies, such as Holonic Manufacturing or 

Evolvable Production Systems (EPS). Evolvable Production Systems are investigated in 

more detail, as it is the basis for the methodology presented in this thesis. Chapter 3 

discusses fundamental properties of the proposed Evolvable Production Multi-Agent System 

(EPMAS) methodology, such as the implementation of skills, EPS software modules and 

EPS Knowledge Base. The internal structure is explained in detail and compared to 

conventional approaches. Chapter 4 evaluates the implemented Multi-Agent System. The 

simulation of a production sequence, for a washing machine handle, is described and the 

implemented architecture is compared to an alternative one with different properties 

concerning efficiency and robustness. Chapter 5 concludes the thesis by summarising what 

has been achieved and pointing out directions for further work.  
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2 State of the Art 

This chapter surveys the state of the art of agent technology, distributed systems and 

production solutions. First an introduction to Multi-Agent Systems (MAS), their terms and 

definitions is given. In the next step manufacturing approaches for flexible and agile 

production are described. From this perspective the chapter details state of the art 

approaches in the field of industry and academics which combine both domains to common 

methodologies.  

2.1 Introduction to Multi-Agent Systems 

In this part of the chapter agents and Multi-Agent Systems are described. A detailed 

introduction is given and basic ideas concerning MAS and Distributed Artificial Intelligence 

(DAI) are described. The section starts with a general introduction to software agents, 

explains how the Multi-Agent System is composed and describes principles of agent- 

interactions, such as cooperation or negotiation strategies.  

2.1.1 Software Agent Technology 

As stated in (Monostori et al. 2006) agents are used today in various domains and are both: 

a design metaphor for communication and cooperation in distributed systems and a source 

of software technology. This section deals with the fundamentals of agent technology. 

Definition of the Term Agent 

One of initial problems when dealing with Multi-Agent Systems in the first place is the fact, 

that the term “agent” is not well defined and used with different connotations throughout the 

agent community. Franklin and Graesser (1997) give a survey of definitions which include 

different aspects ranging from a simple task-specific design, to more complex reasoning 

behaviours or agents with abilities to interact or communicate. However, there has been 

some effort to define the term: 

An autonomous agent is a system situated within and a part of an environment that 

senses that environment and acts on it, over time, in pursuit of its own agenda and 

so as to effect what it senses in the future. 

(Franklin & Graesser 1997) 

In this definition Franklin and Graesser address some key issues which are fundamental to 

agent technology such as autonomy, environment and perception. The idea is visualised in 

Figure 2.1. The agent is part of the environment, it has perception capabilities such as 

cameras or temperature sensors to observe the current state. The agent is able to choose an 
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action to influence or change the state of the environment to some extent as it may not have 

full access to all environmental states. This is discussed in more detail below.  

 

Figure 2.1 Model of the interrelationship of the agent and its environment 

A key concept of agents is autonomy, which is characterised by several aspects: 

Autonomous agents have partial control over their behaviour, act without direct control of 

other programs or humans (in contrast to objects) and are able to accomplish their delegated 

goals (Weiss 1999; Russell & Norvig 1995). Apart from that, Wooldridge and Jennings (1995) 

introduce other important specifications associated with intelligent agents: 

 Proactiveness: This term refers to a goal-directed behaviour. That is, intelligent agents 

are able to achieve their design objectives. This agent programming model is fine for 

static environments when system doesn‟t change quickly. In dynamic environments, an 

agent hast to contain additional reactive components. 

 Reactivity: This feature points towards the agent‟s ability to respond to sudden changes 

in the environment or the agent‟s goals, in case that they are not valid anymore.  

 Social ability: Intelligent agents have to be able to communicate, negotiate or argue with 

other agents in order to achieve their goals and to have a better overall performance as a 

team. 

 Rationality: This term is concerned with the expected success on the basis of all agents‟ 

perceptions. The ideal rational agent chooses the action which maximises its 

performance according to the current knowledge about processes and the state of the 

environment (Russell & Norvig 1995). 

This section summarises properties of the agent itself. As the agent is situated in its 

environment, this component of the Multi-Agent System is investigated in the next section. 

Models of the Environment 

The environment shown in Figure 2.1 is part of the Multi-Agent System. An environment in 

this context can be multi-facetted: reaching from abstract models for simulation purposes to 

real system such as the World Wide Web or a distributed embedded system on a shop floor. 

As the environment has direct influences on the activities of the agent, several models 
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characterising the environment were developed. These models have typical properties which 

are discussed in (Russell & Norvig 1995). Furthermore Russell and Norvig identify a 

classification scheme with distinctions of environmental properties which are adopted in the 

following: 

 Accessible vs. Inaccessible: If the agent has complete perceptional access to the 

environment‟s state, it is considered to be accessible to that agent. An environment is 

effectively accessible if the sensors detect all aspects that are relevant to the choice of 

action. An accessible environment is preferable, as the agent is not required to build a 

model of the world. 

 Deterministic vs. Nondeterministic: This term copes with uncertanty of state transitions 

of the environment. If the transition probability of a state to the successor state for 

a given action is equal to one, the environment is said to be deterministic. An 

inaccessible, complex environment can appear to the agent as nondeterministic, since 

the agents‟ perceptual sphere is limited and possible states can‟t be explained from the 

agent‟s point of view.  

 Episodic vs. nonepisodic: In an episodic environment, the agent's tasks and goals can 

be separated in a natural way into sequences called "episodes" which can be treated as 

independent from each other.  

 Static vs. dynamic: If the environment doesn‟t change while the agent is interacting the 

environment is said to be static; otherwise it has dynamic properties. Static environments 

are easier for the agent to deal with, as there is no need to track or be aware of sudden 

changes.  

 Discrete vs. continuous: In case of limited number of distinct, clearly defined states of 

the environment, perceptions and actions, the environment is discrete.  

According to the environmental model, the agent has to handle different requirements to deal 

with problems effectively. The most challenging class of environments is inaccessible, non-

episodic, dynamic and continuous. Hewitt (1986) was the first to define environments with 

such characteristics as open. He also points out, that most real situations are so complex 

that they must be treated as nondeterministic. 

Parameters for Performance Measurement in Multi-Agent Systems 

The general model of a Multi-Agent System is described in the previous section. Depending 

on its properties (environmental or agent-related properties) it is difficult to evaluate the 

system‟s performance. This section briefly discusses two parameters for estimation of the 

overall performance of the Multi-Agent System: the Utility function and the Social Welfare 

function: 

 Utility function: This function denotes a numeric value representing how 'good' the state 

is: the higher the utility, the better. The task of the agent is to achieve states that 

maximise utility. In this approach, the utility function  is a simple function that maps the 
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current environmental state  to a real number (Wooldridge 2009). This is shown in 

equation (2-1):  

  (2-1) 

 Social Welfare function: The Social Welfare function measures how much utility is 

created by agent interactions with the environment in total. Let  denote the sum of 

all utilities  of each agent  for the outcome . The outcome denotes the result of the 

interaction. The Social Welfare function is shown in equation (2-2), where  represents 

all agents in the same environment: 

  (2-2) 

Depending on the type of performance parameter the agent‟s goals changes accordingly: 

seen from the standpoint of an individual agent, the Social Welfare function is concerned with 

the total outcome of the whole system, even though this might reduce the individual utility for 

an agent . In contrast to this, the Utility function maximises the agent‟s own outcome. This 

clearly affects the agent‟s goals and represents the system designer purpose: should the 

agent act as individual or behave sociable (see section 2.1.4 for more details). 

2.1.2 Agent Design Methodologies 

As mentioned earlier the agent‟s goals and the internal implementation of an agent have 

significant effects on the systems‟ performance. Diverse approaches have been investigated 

for agent design. One can distinguish two main approaches to implement decision making 

and task-specific activities of agents:  

 Belief Desire Intentional Agent (BDI): This approach uses humanised vocabulary, such 

as beliefs or intentions to abstract design purposes and simplify the implementation 

 Behavioural agent: Behavioural agents use simple task-specific layers to create 

intelligent and complex interactions.  

These approaches are presented in the following in more detail. 

Belief Desire Intentional Agents 

This concept was first introduced by Yoav Shoham as agent-oriented programming (AOP) in 

contrast to object-oriented programming (Shoham 1993). AOP incorporates mental states 

such as belief, commitment and capabilities, which are used as an abstraction for 

computational systems. This idea is especially useful in cases of high complexity in order to 

structure the agent‟s design. Shoham insist that such humanised programming needs clearly 

defined syntax and semantic. 
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To clarify the idea of the BDI agent approach, the basic terminology is introduced 

(Wooldridge 2009; Shoham 1993)): 

 Deliberation: Deliberation is related to the action selection process, as long term goals 

have to be defined to meet the design purposes. These long term goal influence the 

current action selection. Deliberation is a computational process which is subject to the 

agent‟s resource bounds, such as computational power or time. As Wooldridge points 

out, the agent has to stop deliberating at some point and commit to the best objective 

known at this time, although further deliberating might have lead to another conclusion. 

 Belief: This term refers to the agent‟s point of view, considering the state of the 

environment, mental states of other agents and all agents‟ capabilities in the Multi-Agent 

System. Decision making is directly effected by the agent‟s beliefs. 

 Desires: Desires denote the programmer‟s and hence the agent‟s goals, which the agent 

tries to achieve in the long run. 

 Intention: Intentions are future directed, as well as they have a certain “pro-attitude” 

(Bratman 1987), which indicates the agent‟s motivation to act and achieve the given task. 

The agent “confesses” to the intention only if it considers acting according to the 

consequences of the intention. Another important aspect is, that intentions persist over a 

period of time and have certain stability. That is, an intention shouldn‟t be reconsidered 

repeatedly in short time cycles.  

 Commitment: When the agent acquired an intention towards a certain option, one can 

say that the agent has made a commitment to that option. Commitments imply 

persistence in time. This raises a question: How long should an agent commit to an 

option or would it be better to reconsider the commitment? There is a trade-off between a 

good commitment strategy and the cost of reconsidering.  

Another important idea in Multi-Agent Systems which has a long tradition in the Artificial 

Intelligence community is the concept of planning. Note, that planning is used in the BDI 

approach, but it is not limited to BDI agents. However in comparison to behavioural agents it 

is indeed characterising for a BDI agent.  

 Planning: A planning algorithm determines a sequence of actions called a plan on the 

basis of its intentions, its beliefs and the set of all possible actions available to the agent. 

The result is a sequence of actions, which are executed to achieve the goal. Pollack 

(1992) describes problems of planning in dynamic environments, such as the 

manufacturing domain. He shows that changing conditions may lead to an invalid plan. 

That is, agents must be able to decide which goals to follow and when to abandon an 

existing goal. Durfee (1999) gives summary on planning algorithms. 

The BDI approach is one of the most common methodologies in Multi-Agent Systems with 

different associated architectures, such as IRMA (Pollack 1992) or PRS (Georgeff et al. 

1999).  
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One of the advantages is the structure and formalisation of the BDI approach with axiomised 

properties which can be used to implement reasoning capabilities. The best-known 

implementation of the BDI is the Procedural Reasoning System, originally presented in 

(Georgeff & Lansky 1987). For more information see Appendix A.  

Behavioural Agents 

Although the BDI approach has proven to be valuable for various applications, some 

disadvantages can be summarised, which are discussed in (Brooks 1991a), (Agre & 

Chapman 1987) or (Maes 1989). This leads to a new approach: Brook‟s Subsumption 

Architecture and related concepts, also called behavioural agents or purely reactive agents. 

Brooks identifies key aspects of purely reactive agents which distinguish his Subsumption 

approach from the conventional BDI methods (Brooks 1991b): 

 No explicit representations and models of the world 

 Combination of simple reactive behaviour such as mobility or vision/perception and the 

ability to carry out survival related tasks in a dynamic environment 

 Problem solving, language and expert knowledge emerge from basic skills which are 

grouped in layers from basic, important behaviour‟s (such as obstacle avoidance) to 

more sophisticated tasks (search for resources) 

The idea is shown in more detail in Appendix A. Another characteristic of Brooks architecture 

is, that many behaviours can be simultaneously active, suggesting an action for a given 

perception. This parallelism of behaviours leads to more robust systems. 

Due to limitations of purely reactive agents, such as absence of models of the environment 

or disabilities of learning from experience, the so-called hybrid agents were investigated. 

Hybrid agents combine features from BDI agents and purely reactive agents. In general there 

are at least two layers, corresponding to each design approach and mimic reactive and BDI 

behaviour respectively. There are two main layered architecture types, which differ in the 

type of information flow: horizontal and vertical layering (Wooldridge 2009). See Appendix A 

for an elaborated discussion. 

2.1.3 Communication of Agents in the Same Environment 

Since agents are software modules situated in the same environment, interactions of agents 

for coordination or negotiation are achieved by communication. Messages are send via 

Ethernet or Wireless LAN between two agents or an agent network, to exchange informing 

e.g.: about the agent‟s goals. This section deals with the structure of messages and how 

Agent Communication Languages (ACL) are constructed. This is a central aspect in Multi-

Agent Systems as the agent‟s correct understanding of the message‟s content must be 

guaranteed. 
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Introduction to Agent Communication 

In order to deal with multi-agent communication issues in Multi-Agent Systems, one has to 

consider the basic definitions to enable effective messaging between agents: 

The formal study of language has three aspects. Syntax deals with how the 

symbols are structured, semantics with what they denote, and pragmatics with how 

they are interpreted and used. Meaning is a combination of semantics and 

pragmatics.  

(Singh 2003) 

Since Multi-Agent Systems may contain agents from different developers, the agents have to 

interact and coordinate each other - it is important that precisely defined standards for the 

language are commonly used by all agents/ human designers in a consistent way. One 

difficulty which can arise is differences in meaning of a message. Huhn and Stephens give 

diverse scenarios in which the meaning of a message can be different (Huhns & Stephens 

2008). One has to differ between personal and conventional meaning in Multi-Agent 

Systems. An agent should behave according to the latter point to be properly understood, as 

the meaning of messages is based on conventions of the MAS. 

Another important aspect for the development of successful agent communication is the idea 

of speech acts, which were first developed by Austin (1962) and Searle (1965). Speech act 

theory was introduced to model human language and henceforth it can be applied as a 

standard for the development of Agent Communication Languages. Austin notices that in 

certain cases utterances can be seen as actions, e.g. declaring war, changes the world 

similar to real actions or by informing about the room temperature, one expect the window to 

be closed. To indicate, what kind of action should be achieved, the so-called performatives 

verbs such as promise, request or inform are defined. Performatives are used in 

communication protocols to define the sender‟s intention. Cohen and Perrault (1979) made 

efforts in formalise speech act theory and enable agents to reason about communicative 

actions.  

Ontologies, presented in the net section, enable effective communication on the basis of 

defined performatives, as well as they support designers towards a consistent definition of 

meaning of messages send between agents. 

Ontologies in the Context of Communication 

Ontologies are a fundamental component of Multi-Agent Systems, in the sense of knowledge 

exchange, achieved by messaging between agents. Its origins come from philosophy, where 

Ontologies exhibit fundamental categories, into which the world‟s objects can be divided 

naturally: 

“Ontology is a formal, explicit specification of a shared conceptualisation.” 

(Gruber 1993) 
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An Ontology is a method to represented knowledge of a certain domain and to make this 

knowledge available/ “readable” to computer programs. In contrast to a taxonomy which 

arranges a classification in a hierarchical structure, Ontologies define classes/ concepts and 

specifies their properties and relationships to each other. Ontologies enable agents to reason 

and draw conclusions in a certain, by the programmer specified, domain. It is not required to 

share the same language or domain theory/ knowledge base (an agent might have additional 

knowledge which it doesn‟t need to share), as the Ontology provides the vocabulary to 

exchange messages among agents (Gruber 1995). There are various fundamental aspects 

from which an Ontology is built: 

 Classes or concepts and instances 

 Attributes of classes and instances 

 Relationships between instances or classes 

 Rules and axioms for inference  

These ontological parts can be described, using different ontological languages (such as 

XML, OWL or KIF) which are beyond the scope of the thesis (see (Genesereth & Fikes 

1992)). 

Agent Communication Languages 

As discussed earlier in this chapter, Agent Communication Languages have an important 

influence on information exchange between agents for coordination strategies or bargaining 

procedures. This section discusses two main languages: 

 Knowledge Query Manipulation Message Language (KQML): Developped in the early 

‟90, KQML defines important and fundamental structural properties, such as the use of 

performatives, which have great influences on modern ACLs. 

 FIPA language: Has structural similarities to KQML, but it incorporates a more rigid 

definition of semantics. 

The presented languages are discussed in the following: 

The Knowledge Query Manipulation Message Language  

This section presents a brief introduction of KQML as it is used as a basic for modern Agent 

Communication Languages.  

The pragmatics of communication of software agents involves such issues as 

knowing with whom to talk and how to find them as well as knowing how to initiate 

and maintain an exchange. KQML is a language and a set of protocols that 

support software agents in identifying, connecting with and exchanging information 

with other such agents. 

(Finin et al. 1994) 
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KQML consist of a message format and a message handling protocol, which incorporates the 

concept of performatives. This idea is closely related to speech act theory, as presented 

above. Performatives are domain independent and indicate the sender‟s intention in a 

communication. 

KQML messages consist of three layers namely message, communication and content layer 

(Finin et al. 1994) as shown in Figure 2.2: 

 

Figure 2.2 Structure of a KQML message 

The message layer indicates the performative and specifies the according protocol to deliver 

the message. The communication level sets lower level communication parameters like 

sender or the Ontology. In the content layer the actual message is enclosed (e.g., print the 

sentence: “Hello World”), using the agent‟s own language (LISP in this case). A short 

overview of all performatives is given in Appendix B. 

There are various critics on KQML (e.g. (Cohen & Levesque 1995)):  

 KQML includes performatives (using informal English language descriptions), which 

meaning is unclear and can be understood in different ways. 

 There are some misidentified performatives, such as ACHIEVE. This performative is 

wrong as the agent cannot make another agent achieve something, because agents 

are autonomous entities - it can just REQUEST an action.  

 KQML lacks a complete class of performatives the COMMIT class, to express an 

agent‟s commitment to a goal. 

 KQML semantics were not defined rigorously. This definition ensures correct 

communication. 

These critics of KQML enforced the development of new Agent Communication Languages, 

from which the FIPA language is presented in the next section. 
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The FIPA Communication Language 

Due to insufficient standards and profound critics of KQML, FIPA - the Foundation for 

Intelligent Physical Agents (http://www.fipa.org/), one of the IEEE standards committee, was 

formed in 1996 to achieve common standards in agent communication. The FIPA Agent 

Communication Language is similar to KQML regarding syntax and communication 

protocols, however there are made different modification, in order to incorporate KQML 

critics. The basic differences include: 

 The FIPA ACL incorporates a well defined number of twenty, precise performatives.  

 It incorporates the definition of semantics mapping a performative to logic formulas in a 

formal language called SL. This language allows to represent the agent‟s actions and 

mental states such as beliefs, desires, and uncertain beliefs in logical expressions.  

The FIPA standards lead to various MAS developer frameworks which implement this 

standard, such as the Java Agent Development Environment (JADE) (Bellifemine et al. 

2001a) or ZEUS (Nwana et al 1998). For the implementation of the Evolvable Production 

Multi-Agent System, discussed in chapter 3 and chapter 4, JADE is used as MAS 

development framework, which is presented in the next section.  

JADE as an Agent Software Development Framework 

JADE is an open source, Java-based program, distributed under the terms of the LGPL 

(Lesser General Public License). The multi-agent development framework incorporates FIPA 

standards for message passing. FIPA standards also regulate the agent management of the 

multi-agent platform, such as creation of agents or registration of agents in a common 

directory file called DF.  

Furthermore JADE incorporates graphical user interface tools for monitoring of the multi-

agent state and debugging the agent society: 

 Remote Monitoring Agent: This agent allows to create or delete agents and displays 

general information about the MAS state in the GUI. 

 Dummy Agent: The debugging tool can be used to send messages manually and track 

the message exchange among single agents.  

 Sniffer Agent: To monitor message passing of the complete system, the sniffer agent 

displays all interactions in a UML sequence diagram notation. 

Figure 2.3 displays a Sniffer Agent window. On the left side, the agents of the multi-agent 

society are displayed, where on the right side the message exchange is displayed in a UML 

sequence diagram like annotation. Toolbars incorporates further functionalities such as 

saving interactions to a data file. 
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Figure 2.3 Sniffer Agent‟s UML sequence diagram-like annotation 

As displayed in Figure 2.3 the agents “live“ in containers situated on a platform, which are 

managed by JADE functionalities. In case of distributed systems, various platforms exist from 

which agents can instantaneously communicate using JADE‟s communication infrastructure. 

In JADE the agent‟s activities are implemented as behaviours, which run in parallel. The 

agent development environment uses predefined classes, such as an Agent class or 

classes for the agent„s behaviours (CyclicBehaviour class, used for loops), which have to 

be extended by the user. The agent inherits all properties of the predefined super classes. A 

library of predefined communication protocols like the AchieveREInitiator class (see 

Appendix G) simplify programming (Bellifemine et al. 2001b). 

2.1.4 Multi-Agent Interactions 

The previous section about communication provides the basics for agents interacting with 

each other. In this chapter the question is discussed of when and how an agent should 

interact with other agents in the same environment.  

Heterogeneous and Homogenous Multi-Agent Systems 

There are different types of interactions such as cooperation or negotiation. One important 

issue is the agents‟ design methodology. Is the multi-agent system developed in order to 

achieve a common task or are several human designers/ companies involved with differing 

motivations? This question also implies whether one has to deal with self-interested 

individuals or with cooperative agents.  

In the latter case (homogenous MAS) one says, the MAS satisfies the benevolence 

assumption. That is, the agents implicitly share a common goal. Hence in the general case, 

conflicts do not arise in the Multi-Agent System (Wooldridge 2009). In this context the overall 
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utility of the complete Multi-Agent System is more important in contrast to the agent‟s own 

payoff. Several important aspects in such a case are identified by Huhns and Stephens 

(2008): 

 Determine shared goals 

 Determine common tasks 

 Avoid unnecessary conflicts 

 Pool knowledge and evidence 

There are different methods to achieve these functionalities, such as task-sharing or result- 

sharing between agent‟s which are discussed in more detail in section 2.1.5.  

In contrast to the system described above, heterogeneous MAS, containing self-interested 

agents, become increasingly important due to new business concepts (various companies 

programming plug-in solutions for existing systems using agent technology) and common 

standards such as FIPA. These systems are more interesting from industrial and scientific 

point of view, as they enable and simplify negotiations and decision making without direct 

human interaction. Various approaches for heterogeneous MAS exist, including agent 

interactions, modelled as market mechanisms or societies of intelligent agents with shared 

norms.  

Terms for Multi-Agent Interaction 

In order to analyse interactions in Multi-Agent Systems, Durfee (1999), Bond and Gasser 

(1988) and Wooldridge (2009) introduce criteria to measure success of the overall 

performance of the system and characterise interaction models: 

 Coherence: This term refers to how well the multi-agent-system behaves as a unit, 

along with some evaluation criterion such as quality of the solution or efficiency of 

resource usage. Coherence is hard to achieve in a system with self-interested agents.  

 Coordination: Coordination describes how well the agents interact in a synchronised 

manner, without disturbing each other‟s own sub goals in order to achieve to common 

goal. The better the coordination, the less conflicts arise and communication can be 

reduced significantly.  

 Competence: This term refers to the agent‟s knowledge of how certain goals can be 

achieved. It is closely related to the agent‟s capabilities and resources. 

These criteria can be used as guidelines to design Multi-Agent Systems. It is a feasible 

approach when multiple developers are involved, to guarantee the functionalities of the 

overall system. 
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2.1.5 Cooperation of Agents in the Same Environment 

Cooperation is a fundamental interaction strategy for problem solving processes in Multi-

Agent Systems. In general it is assumed that an agent alone cannot achieve the overall goal 

or that various agents are more effective. Cooperation leads to a fair division of resources or 

tasks beyond agents of the same environment. There are different parameters, to achieve a 

satisfying result (maximise the utility or social welfare) as presented in section 2.1.1. 

Inconsistencies can be handled in several ways: bargaining, negotiating or more robust 

design methods are feasible techniques dependent on the domain or requirements of the 

task. 

Cooperation Protocols in MAS 

In order to formalise cooperation, Smith and Davis (1981) state a general framework for 

cooperation procedures which can be divided into three stages to enable problem solving for 

a specific task:  

 Problem decomposition: In this phase, the overall problem is decomposed by one or 

several agents according to their knowledge, into smaller sub-problems, which can be 

successfully solved by certain agents.  

 Sub-problem solution: In this stage, the divided tasks have to be distributed and 

then solved by every agent individually.  

 Solution synthesis. In the last step, the partial solutions are composed to the final 

solution of the complex problem. 

The complete process is shown in Appendix C. The distribution of sub problems mentioned 

in the second step can be done according to several criteria such as: avoidance of critical 

resources, assignment of task according to capabilities and if necessary reassigning tasks 

(Huhns & Stephens 2008). This can be done using several methods, such as market 

mechanisms, multi-agent planning processes and task- or result sharing strategies. 

As a common implementation of the general framework mentioned above Smith and Davis 

introduce two specific cooperative problem-solving activities that are likely to be present in a 

Multi-Agent System: 

 Task sharing: Task sharing is concerned with how problems can be divided and the 

resulting sub-problems can be allocated to eligible agents which involves agents 

negotiating since in the general case their capabilities differ from each other. 

 Result sharing: This procedure involves agents, sharing information concerning their 

sub-problems in order to improve the group performance regarding confidence, 

completeness of the solution as well as time constraints since resources are limited 

(Durfee 1999). 
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The general framework of task- or result sharing strategies can be implemented using 

different protocols, from which the so-called Contract Net protocol and the Blackboard 

protocol are discussed in more detail. 

Contract Net 

The term Contract Net denotes a protocol for task- or resource allocation involving a 

manager agent and potential contractor agents. Due to the fact that, the Contract Net 

protocol is commonly used, FIPA implemented a protocol to standardise communication for 

this kind of contract. The procedure involves several steps: 

 Task announcement: The initiator agent of the protocol, called manager, sends an 

announcement to eligible agents or broadcasts it to the whole agent community. 

 Bidding procedure: Until a certain deadline is reached, the manager accepts and 

evaluates the bids of potential agents, called contractors, willing to execute the task. 

 Awarding procedure: In this phase of the protocol a suitable contractor is awarded. 

 Contract forming: The contractor executes the tasks and informs the manager who 

synthesises the results. 

This procedure is shown in more detail in Figure 2.4: 

Task announcement Bidding procedure 

  

Awarding procedure Contract forming 

  

Figure 2.4 Contract Net protocol (Smith & Davis 1981) 
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Note, that in the contract forming phase, the contract, shown in blue marker in Figure 2.4, 

can be sub-contracted in case the task is to complex. In this case the contractor initiates 

another Contract Net protocol as manager agent.  

Blackboard Protocol for Cooperation Procedures 

The Blackboard protocol is another possibility to implement cooperation in Multi-Agent 

Systems. This method implies a society of expert agents working cooperatively to solve a 

problem. The Blackboard models a common data base to exchange information independent 

from the agent‟s type of knowledge representation. Each agent has access to the blackboard 

model and contributes to the solution in case it has additional information for the incremental 

solution generation process. 

The Concept of Coordination for Conflict Solving 

Coordination denotes the challenge to resolve problems between agents to enable effective 

cooperation. Problems concerning limited resources or incompatibilities in goals or tasks 

have to be solved in run-time. That is, the agents have to recognise and react to problems 

and dynamically synchronise their actions. Several solutions have been investigated such as 

coordination involving planning activities (Durfee & Lesser 1991), joint intentions (Wooldridge 

& Jennings 1997), modelling of other agents (Gasser et al. 1987) or norms and social laws 

(Goldman & Rosenschein 1994).  

Plan coordination is an important research topic in distributed artificial intelligence, closely 

related to cooperative distributed problem solving. Different variants have been investigated 

ranging from distributed planning for central plans, distributed planning for distributed plans 

to plan merging strategies (Durfee 1999).  

Coalition as Organisational Structure for Cooperation 

Coalitions are dedicated groups of agents, forming a social structure for cooperation. The 

idea of Coalition formation is particularly important for heterogeneous Multi-Agent Systems. 

In homogenous MAS all agents share a common goal. Hence agent groups with conflicting 

goals are not viable. There are some basic assumptions which can be assumed in general 

for heterogeneous Multi-Agent Systems: 

 Binding agreements between agent‟s cannot be enforced 

 Utility is given to individual agents not to the entire Coalition 

Based on these assumptions Coalition formation involves three basis activities which are 

elaborated in more detail in (Sandholm 1999): 

 Coalition structure generation: This stage includes the initial formation of Coalitions by 

the agents. The preconditions and assumptions under which agents form a stable 

Coalition are evaluated and the Coalition is formed. 
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 Solving the optimisation problem of each Coalition: This phase includes decision 

making and problem solving using e.g. task- or result-sharing techniques as discussed 

above, in order to maximise the Coalition‟s utility.  

 Dividing the value of the generated solution among agents: The utility, given to each 

agent of the Coalition, has to be divided equitably between the agents. This can be 

achieved by the Shapley value  shown in equation (4-1): 

  (2-3) 

where  denotes the total number of agents,  denotes the additional utility generated 

when agent  joins Coalition  (see equation (2-4)) and  denotes the payoff for the 

Coalition. 

  (2-4) 

The three activities facilitates effective Coalition formation to enable fair and adequate 

cooperation in the multi-agent society.  

Negotiating Strategies to Achieve Cooperation  

This chapter briefly discusses methods to solve conflicts which arise when dealing with 

shared resources or conflicting goals. In a heterogeneous Multi-Agent System with self- 

interested agents, which try to maximise their utility, negotiation is a mean to cooperate and 

solve problems. There are a variety of criteria for negotiating protocols such as social 

welfare, individual rationality or communication efficiency (Sandholm 1999). Various methods 

have been reported in order to enable effective negotiation such as voting (Brams & Fishburn 

2002), auctions, bargaining (Binmore et al 1992) or usage of market mechanisms (Collins et 

al. 1998). One major research effort is paid to manipulation of negotiating procedure, e.g. 

untruthful agents trying to effect the outcome of voting procedures (Conitser et al. 2007). As 

the thesis deals with homogenous MAS, further details on negotiating is beyond the scope of 

the chapter. 

2.2 Introduction to Distributed Production Systems 

As discussed earlier, industrial requirements for modern production have strong effects on 

the life-cycle of production systems. One option to meet the requirements is investigated in 

this thesis. A critical question in this context is: How can a change in the production systems‟ 

architecture from a centralised or hierarchical to a distributed architecture be achieved and 

what consequences arise for design and implementation of such a system?  

As a starting point for discussion of this question, this section starts with an introduction to 

methodologies for production, introduces terms and definitions and compares conventional 
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architectural approaches to distributed architectures. From this theoretical point of view 

industrial application of distributed entities and agents are investigated in the next step. One 

of this approaches, Evolvable Production Systems, is then elaborated in more detail in 

section 2.3 as it is the theoretical basis for the implementation of a Multi-Agent System of the 

thesis.  

2.2.1 Introduction to Production Methodologies 

In the 1980‟s and early 1990‟s a new approach, the so-called the Computer Integrated 

Manufacturing (CIM) concept was introduced in the production domain. This concept uses IT 

tools to control and monitor the whole manufacturing process and guarantee a global 

integration of data or different manufacturing components such as robots or CNC machines 

(Babiceanu & Chen 2006). Despite the advantages to other approaches: 

CIM implementations resulted in rigid centralised systems, incapable of delivering 

the expected flexibility in response to changes.  

(Babiceanu & Chen 2006) 

CIM is an approach to incorporate more flexibility for product and processes, integrate 

hardware and lead to more agile manufacturing. However the implementation using a rigid, 

centralised control architecture does not enable these characteristic (Warnecke & Claypole 

1993). Especially for rapidly changing production and highly dynamic variations in product 

requirements the so-called Dedicated Manufacturing Systems (DMS) are not sufficient 

(Colombo et al. 2006). Dedicated Manufacturing Systems are the proposed implementation 

of the CIM paradigm. 

Other approaches were investigated such as Flexible Manufacturing Systems (FMS) or 

Reconfigurable Manufacturing Systems (RMS) which are compared to DMS in (ElMaraghy 

2005). Large investments for installation, inflexibility in case of unforeseen changes and 

expensive reengineering efforts due to their centralised control architecture, lead to 

approaches with a different control architecture: Distributed approaches such as Holonic 

Manufacturing Systems (HMS) (Christensen 1994), Changeable Systems (ElMaraghy 2009; 

Wiendahl et al. 2007) or Evolvable Production Systems (EPS) (Neves & Onori 2010) can 

deal with these dynamic production environments. 

Production Control Components and Processes 

Distributed systems are applied in industry on different levels, ranging from strategic 

management to shop floor level. This is directly related to the fact that manufacturing control 

is traditionally divided into several layers from high levels such as management of a factory 

to low level e.g. machine level control, shown in Figure 2.5. Higher level planning includes a 

long term view where lower levels have to cope with problems in a real time fashion.  
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Figure 2.5 Production control levels 

As displayed in Figure 2.5 the main components of Production control can be divided into 

four categories: 

 Production planning: Production plans determine how a product will be manufactured 

and assembled. It specifies all processes, which are used. 

 Scheduling: This method allocates resources to processes according to the production 

plan. Baker (1998) describes several methods and algorithms for intelligent scheduling 

using distributed control approaches. 

 Dispatching: A dispatching algorithm decides how to use a manufacturing resource only 

upon the availability of the factory plant resources, taking into account the current status 

of the production system. Dispatching rules determine which job a resource (e.g., a robot) 

will work on next.  

 Machine/ device control: This involves the initiation, coordination and monitoring of 

different machine functions. 

The issues of production control, using distributed systems, is discussed in more detail in 

(Leitão 2009; Shen et al. 2006). The production control tasks have to be solved either by a 

centralised or a distributed control approach. Differences of the approaches are discussed in 

the next section. 

Distributed and Centralised Architectures in Production 

Conventional architectural approaches and distributed architectures have different properties 

regarding efficiency or agility, which is discussed in the following. 

The Dedicated Manufacturing Systems approach, implemented in a centralised manner, has 

advantages in regards to productivity and optimisation of efficiency and costs. However, 

centralised approaches do not have good characteristics in agility. These systems are 

expensive to maintain, almost not reconfigurable and unable to deal with changes in a 

dynamical environment. Furthermore the centralised structure is not robust to failures of 
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single components, as the failures can be propagated through the system and effect other 

parts of the system. Colombo et al. (2006) summarises the disadvantages:  

Huge investment, long lead times, and generation of rigid systems due to large 

size and centralisation […]. When the control system is installed, commissioning 

can take months to complete, and once the system is operational, changes are 

often complex and difficult. 

(Colombo et al. 2006)  

Due to these limitations new architectural approaches were investigated. Dilts (1991) defines 

four basic types of control architectures: centralised, hierarchical, modified hierarchical and 

heterarchical, which are shown in Appendix D. The heterarchical architecture consists of 

autonomous entities which communicate and cooperate without the slave and master 

relationship of hierarchical concepts. These distributed systems (DS) can be applied 

effectively for production related tasks. 

Distributed systems are incorporated in different domains of manufacturing and production 

processes to enable advanced functionalities: 

 Product design can be solved and successfully linked to production processes. Different 

phases of the product‟s life-cycle such as marketing, design, and manufacturing can be 

integrated in a common approach to enhance interaction instead of iteration (Monostori et 

al. 2006). 

 Furthermore production- or process planning, scheduling and control are domains in 

which DS have been successfully implemented (See (Shen et al. 2006) and the 

references therein and (Babiceanu & Chen 2006)). 

 Distributed systems offer new possibilities for monitoring and diagnostics by exploiting 

the distributed nature of production components. Barata et al. (2007) use neighbourhood 

relationships to enable new diagnostic methods. 

The next section gives an overview about advantages/disadvantages of distributed systems, 

applied in manufacturing or production domain. 

Discussion of Benefits and Disadvantages of Distributed Systems 

Distributed systems offer various benefits in comparison to conventional hierarchical or 

centralised methods. Marik and McFarlane (2005), Leitao and Colombo (2006) review 

advantages of distributed systems: 

 Robustness: A components failure doesn‟t have a strong effect on the system since self-

organisation methods such as renegotiation procedures between autonomous entities 

ensure the system‟s adaption in real time without reprogramming efforts. 

 Reconfigurability: Changing, adding or removing of single components on the fly is 

facilitated without offline rescheduling. This enables “plug-and-produce” properties. 
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 Reusability: Reusability of physical equipment or processes such as (production 

planning and scheduling) can be achieved at different level of the enterprise. 

 Simplicity: Complex problems such as rescheduling can be solved by dividing the task 

into several small problems, which are solved independently. The solution is then 

composed from the independent results.  

 Integration of existing production components (legacy systems): This is achieved by 

methods investigated in (Barata & Camarinha-Matos 2003) where a distributed software 

entity represents a physical device, e.g. a robot or CNC machine. 

 Learning: Distributed artificial intelligence methods can be incorporated to improve the 

systems performance and simplify tasks such as product design or quality-related issues. 

Although distributed systems have diverse advantages and were implemented in various 

prototypes in research and industry, the acceptance in industrial applications is relatively low. 

There are various reasons which are identified in (Marik & McFarlane 2005) or (Leitao & 

Colombo 2006): 

 Costs: Installing distributed systems is more expensive compared to conventional 

systems. In some approaches the advantages of distributed systems are not fully 

exploited, which leads to lower productivity. 

 System control: As distributed systems do not contain a central control component, 

which monitors the system‟s behaviour, unpredictable and even destructible emergent 

behaviour from the autonomous entities is unlikely but a potential risk. 

 Feasibility: Due to the lack of suitable simulation tools and the absence of a verifiable 

global optimum in distributed solutions, operational performance for the complete 

production system cannot be guaranteed. 

 Scalability: Although current approaches in research show possible methods to 

incorporate few 100 agents, the proposed systems are not easy scalable to requirements 

of more than 1000 agents in real systems, which have to deal with communication, 

cooperation and real-time responses. 

 Support: Module suppliers currently do not support commercial platforms, such as PLC‟s 

which are compatible with agent technology. This hinders the proper and simple 

integration of existing automation devices. 

 Standards: Although some efforts have been made: (Christensen 1994) or FIPA 

standards, they are not sufficient. Furthermore common design methodologies for 

distributed systems have to be established. 

 Interoperability: Ontologies, which are difficult to define and standard platforms as a 

common framework can solve this problem and enable a wider use of DS. These 

concepts have to be explored more deeply. 

Despite these disadvantages various methodologies and physical prototypes for production, 

using a distributed architecture, have been investigated. These are presented in the 

following. 
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2.3 Distributed Manufacturing Systems Paradigms 

The idea of distributed manufacturing systems lead to various approaches which design is 

inspired by nature (bionic manufacturing) geometry/mathematics (Fractal Factory) and 

philosophy (Holonic Manufacturing). These approaches inhibit common features such as 

structural flexibility, self organising or autonomy. A comparison of these concepts is given in 

(Tharumarajah 1996). Multi-Agent Systems were also considered as a technology for agile 

manufacturing systems as they are distributed systems with a strong theoretical background.  

The main approaches are discussed in more detail in the next sections. 

2.3.1 Holonic Manufacturing Systems 

Comparing distributed systems mentioned in section 2.2.2, Holonic Manufacturing Systems 

(HMS) the most relevant approach. In order to create a distributed control architecture which 

supports agile production the word “Holon” was adopted from philosophy Koestler (1971) to 

denote an autonomous, co-operative building block of a manufacturing system. The Holon 

consists of an information processing part for deliberating, planning or communication and a 

physical processing part to handle real-time machine control. Holons cooperate with other 

Holons or human operators during the production process in order to accomplish the 

production tasks. This can be achieved for example through the Contract net protocol as 

discussed in section 2.1.5. Human interactions are explicitly incorporated using a Holonic 

human-machine-interface. Christensen (1994) gives basic definitions:  

 Holarchy: A system of Holons with a definition of the basic rules for cooperation 

between Holons which limit their autonomy. 

 Holonic manufacturing system (HMS): Holonic Manufacturing Systems are the 

Holarchy which integrates the entire range of manufacturing activities (design, 

marketing, etc.). The HMS must be able to accommodate the incorporation or removal 

of Holons, in order to achieve flexibility. 

Horling and Lesser (2005) review organising paradigms in distributed systems as shown in 

Table 2.1.  

Hierarchy Holarchy Coalition 

 
 

 

Table 2.1 Distributed organising paradigms (Horling & Lesser 2005)  
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Hierarchical control implies a tree-like structure, where information or data flows upwards 

and control from higher to lower entities in the hierarchy. The Holonic structure includes 

hierarchical and heterarchical components. Holons can form parts of another Holon and may 

participate in multiple hierarchies at the same time. In contrast to this, Coalitions may have a 

leader, are strictly non-hierarchical and distributed entities (Holons or agents) belong to a 

single Coalition only. Forming of Coalitions is discussed in more detail in section 3.1.2.  

Van Brussel et al. (1998) define a Holonic control architecture for modelling of shop floor 

control systems, called PROSA (Product-Resource-Order-Staff Architecture). It consists of 

four Holon types, as the name indicates: 

 Resource Holon: This term denotes an abstraction of the physical production 

component such as robots and includes a dedicated software part for control or 

communication. 

 Product Holon: Product Holons exhibit product- and process-related information such as 

design, materials, quality and process planning. 

 Order Holon: This Holon type represents tasks of the manufacturing system and can be 

associated with the physical part which is produced. It manages and drives the logistic 

and manufacturing procedures. That is, the order drives the production. 

 Staff Holon: The Staff Holon assists the former, more basic Holon types in decision 

making by providing adequate information correlated with their current task. The idea of a 

centralised Holon enables solutions which are challenging to solve using a purely 

distributed approach. In case of disturbances basic Holons ignore the staff Holons‟ advice 

in order to adapt to the changed conditions. 

The first three, basic Holon types are grouped in Holarchies (ranging from machine level to 

factory level) and communicate process-, production-, or process execution knowledge as 

shown in Figure 2.6. 

 

Figure 2.6 Holons and their interactions (Van Brussel et al. 1998)  

In PROSA the system structure and the control strategy are decoupled from each other 

which enable reuse of equipment. Self- similarity of Holons reduces complexity, allowing a 

flexible integration of new components and henceforth increases reprogramming.  
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Comparison of Holons and Agents 

As indicated above the difference between agents and Holons are relatively small. The major 

differences are: 

 Differing design motivation: Holons are linked to the manufacturing area where agents 

are a general software approach with strong theoretical fundamentals. 

 Holons exhibit recursive properties (Holons including other Holons) which agents in the 

general case do not.  

Despite these facts, a Holon can be considered a specific type of agent (Giret & Botti 2004). 

Consequently Bussmann (1998) and Kotak et al. (2003) propose to use MAS technology as 

a design methodology to implement the HMS concept in industrial applications, presented 

below. 

Disadvantages of Holonical Industrial Applications 

Babiceanu and Chen (2006), Giret and Botti (2004) review several projects and industrial 

prototypes in the production domain such as Holonic modelling of manufacturing enterprises, 

shop floor control systems or material handling- and logistics systems. Only few HMS were 

implemented as applications in industry due to facts mentioned in section 2.2.1, e.g. lack of 

scalability or undesired emergent behaviour. Another critical point is the integration of 

production components such as robots or conveyers of existing production systems into the 

Holonic concept (Chirn & McFarlane 2000). A Holonic Manufacturing System is derived from 

the conventional PLC-based robot assembly cell. However, the concept of HMS is not 

supported for industrial available PLCs, which hinders the implementation in industrial 

applications. 

The variety of critical issues related to Holonic Manufacturing Systems led to development of 

new approaches, from which Evolvable Production Systems is investigated in more detail. 

This concept incorporates structural components from HMS and extend the framework to an 

advanced methodology. 

2.4 Evolvable Production Systems (EPS) 

Evolvable Production Systems is a methodology to achieve reconfigurability and agility using 

an adaptive multi-agent architecture. It‟s is related to other distributed production system 

approaches such as HMS. However, Evolvable Production Systems is the most general 

framework compared to concepts introduced above: it structures and formalises product- and 

production systems‟ design without limiting the solution space: Other approaches such as 

DMS, FMS or RMS are explicitly included in EPS so that existing manufacturing components 

can be successfully integrated. Furthermore the Evolvable Production Systems methodology 

is not limited to a certain manufacturing domain; it can also be extended to e.g., micro 
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production as discussed in (Hofmann 2010; Onori et al. 2005). Daniel Semere emphasises 

two terms in his definition: adaptability and systemisation: 

EPS is an approach to systemise the design of products and their production 

systems. The optimisation goal of EPS is adaptability.  

(Semere et al. 2008) 

To ensure the required level of adaptability, a distributed control approach using a multi-

agent architecture is incorporated. Agents are software representations of production 

equipment on the lowest level possible: the device level. The second term systemisation, 

which is closely related to efforts to structure production systems, is achieved by intensive 

incorporation of knowledge bases and EPS Ontologies. 

Furthermore EPS integrates several interdisciplinary areas of research such as Complex 

Systems (Bjelkemyr 2009), Artificial Life and self-organisation as discussed in (Barata et al. 

2006; Frei & Barata 2008).  

Note, the concept of EPS is concerned with non-static situations in production systems such 

as ramp-ups, product changes or demand surges. The EPS approach handles changes in 

the production system‟s physical structure, productivity layout or control architecture (Maffei 

et al. 2010). 

2.4.1 Introduction to Evolvable Production Systems 

Evolvable Production systems exhibit several advanced characteristic which are described 

below. They enable a dynamic behaviour of the system: 

 Adaptability: Adaptability refers to the system‟s ability to react to unexpected changes 

and respond autonomously without or with little human guidance. In order to achieve 

such dynamic behaviour, a Multi-Agent System approach with a related Agent-Oriented 

Architecture (AOA) is adopted. Intelligent production modules which are represented by 

agents, described in more detail in Section 2.3.3, are the basic building blocks. Due to 

their autonomous and process-oriented features, an advanced adaptive performance is 

achievable by rearranging cooperation and changing coordination stratgies. Further 

features such as self-healing, diagnosis and learning are inherently important for 

implementation of adaptability. 

 Evolvability: Where adaptability refers to a short time frame with limited effects, 

evolvability includes high level decision making, such as development of new EPS 

modules (Ribeiro et al. 2009). In comparison to conventional approaches structural 

changes are considered to be the norm not the exceptional case in Evolvable Production 

Systems. Summing up, EPS intelligent production modules evolve to guarantee the 

equipments‟ reusability, sustainable and interoperability (Onori et al. 2008a). 
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 Granularity: This term refers to the level of complexity of the production component from 

which the system is building. For complex modules with a small quantity of modularity the 

granularity is said to be coarse (Akıllıoğlu et al. 2010). In contrast to this in EPS the 

granularity of the modules is not fixed and can be adjusted to the requirements where the 

granularity of the control structure is extremely fine. 

2.4.2 Building Blocks of an Evolvable Production System 

Few components of an Evolvable Production Systems have been already mentioned briefly, 

such as the EPS Ontology. This section defines the terms and definitions which form the 

Evolvable Production System. The EPS methodology can be represented by the quadruple 

shown in equation (2-5): 

  (2-5) 

Where  denotes the intelligent EPS-modules,  indicates the EPS Ontology,  refers to the 

EPS knowledge model and  stands for the Agent Interface of the Evolvable Production 

Multi-Agent System (Lindberg et al. 2007). These types are investigated in more detail in this 

section. 

Intelligent Process-Specific EPS Modules 

An EPS-module forms the smallest building block of a system. Hence it is realised at the 

lowest level as possible, i.e. the device level. As shown in Figure 2.7 the production system 

can be composed from its fundamental parts.  

 

Figure 2.7 Building blocks of a production system (Akıllıoğlu et al. 2010):  

In comparison to conventional approaches the EPS modules are strictly process- orientated 

instead of focusing on a single product design. Modules can therefore be reused for same 
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processes but different products. This idea enables highly adaptive systems. The benefits of 

the approach are described in more detail in section 2.4.4.  

For appropriate description there are two files are associated with EPS-modules: the 

Emplacement file (describing e.g., abstract models of the device, interface standards, etc.) 

and the Blueprint File: an electronic specification of a real, implemented module (describing 

e.g., mass, inertias, images and CAD files) (Siltala et al. 2009; Siltala & Tuokko 2010). This 

enables module suppliers to test and validate EPS compatibility of their modules for 

successful integration in the production system. Further module description possibilities are 

enhanced by the concept of skills. The functions of a physical production component can be 

abstracted as the modules‟ skills. The notion of skills is used to link the task-specific modules 

to the according processes. Each process can be broken down in actions which can be 

mapped to skills of the equipment. Skills comprise attributes to capture the relevant physical 

characteristics of the module (e.g., the same skill for a robot movement, called move, can 

have different attribute values for velocity of different robots). Using agent technology the 

skills can be published in common register, called DF in JADE as discussed above (also see 

(Barata et al. 2006) for detailed information). The listed skills can be used for selection of 

modules or system reconfiguration to achieve adaptive behaviour in case of redesigning the 

production system (Onori et al. 2005). 

The EPS Agent Interface 

In order to develop EPS standard interfaces of the modules covering all relevant mechatronic 

and software-related aspects, standards have to be defined. Those standards, in the current 

implementation Emplacement file and FIPA standards, lead to higher plugability of modules 

and result in less development efforts for new modules/software (Emplacement file standards 

are concerned with mechatronic aspects, where FIPA standards regulate the interactions of 

the distributed software). To facilitate intelligent behaviour (like cooperation or 

communication) in this context, the software representation of EPS modules and their 

interfaces are implemented using Multi-Agent Systems. As discussed earlier the agentified 

modules exhibiting features like social behaviour, self-organisation and self-awareness 

(Barata et al. 2006). They are able to achieve effective cooperation and creation of 

Coalitions. Legacy components are abstracted as agents using agent machine interfaces for 

successful integration in the EPS framework. The basic architecture is described in (Barata 

et al. 2007). In such a multi-agent control system unexpected behaviour evolves: the term 

emergent behaviour refers to new capabilities, which arises from the multi-agent interactions 

of EPS modules. Emergence is not predictable in complex systems and has either positive or 

negative influences on the system‟s performance, which have to be handle accordingly.  

The EPS Ontology  

In the context of production, Ontologies contain knowledge related to production processes 

and the semantics for the relationships of their components. The EPS Ontology maps 
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processes to skills as discussed above. It is used to structure the production domain and as 

a formalisation method. Lohse et al. (2005) define an assembly process domain ontology to 

conceptualise the assembly process. Their ontology includes classes, slots, and 

relationships of the product and assembly process domain.  

Important goals of EPS Ontology are described in (Lindberg et al. 2007):  

 Reuse of domain knowledge by different applications and different stakeholder 

 Share and consent of vocabulary 

 Formal description of concepts to avoid ambiguity 

For the EPS Ontology, Protégé (www.protege-uni-stanford.edu) is commonly used, as a 

standard software tool, see (Lohse et al. 2005), (Barata & Camarinha-Matos 2003). Protégé 

enables user-friendly development of Ontologies and knowledge bases with its advanced 

software tools such as visualisation of Ontologies or check of ontological relationships.  

The EPS Knowledge Model 

The knowledge model serves as an integrated database for decision making, structuring of 

the complex production environment and data storage for different stakeholders, such as 

system integrators, for control or functional purposes. 

“The knowledge model is thus a structured and formalised collection of 

engineering knowledge. It is built out of the domain ontology and knowledge 

templates to support the development and operation of EP systems” 

(Semere et al. 2008)  

The knowledge model has various functionalities: Lohse et al. (2006) trace the decision-

making process and allow decision makers from different fields (business, engineering) to 

reassess critical decisions at a later stage during the design process.  

The fundamental parts in the EPS knowledge model consists of various aspects, including 

the enterprise knowledge domain with its associated business, organisational and global 

knowledge models and the product knowledge domain which is related to product 

specification and design. It also includes the learning knowledge domain and the execution 

knowledge domain: fundamental components like communications, planning and scheduling. 

2.4.3 Introduction to the EPS Life-Cycle 

Figure 2.8 shows the EPS life-cycle model with the relationships of the components 

presented above (EPS-modules, EPS-Ontology, etc.). As displayed in Figure 2.8, the product 

requirements are developed for a new or modified product and they are the starting point for 

every production design (in EPS or in conventional systems). From the product 

requirements, processes have to be derived by studies in depth. 
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As shown in Figure 2.8 product- and process- related tasks are mapped to existing process-

oriented modules using the modules‟ skills. One important feature in this context is the idea 

of an extensive feedback of the production system‟s design towards the product design. In 

every stage of the development procedure one can access information about the companies‟ 

capabilities to produce the product and constraints which the product design poses on the 

production.  

 

Figure 2.8 EPS life-cycle model (Maffei 2010)  

The evaluation process in Figure 2.8 based on economic and technological characteristics 

determines, if a redesign of the product process is necessary or if a new EPS module is to be 

developed. As a consequence of the comparison of product requirements and EPS modules, 

precise product definitions (see Figure 2.8) are identified which include: product structure, 

component definitions and component relationships. 

Note, tasks differ from process specification in such a way that latter is more general and can 

be reused for several product generations of the EPS, where tasks refer to the current 

product family. Tasks specify the production plan of the current product. 

When the workstation design, seen in Figure 2.8 is completed the instantiation of the EPS 

workstation design leads to the logical and physical integration at the shop floor. The actual 

production system and the specified product definitions as shown in Figure 2.8 are the 

outcome of the EPS. As discussed before, the EPS Ontology and EPS knowledge base 

support the design and implementation of the Evolvable Production System.  
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2.4.4 Contributions of the EPS Methodology 

This section presents main advantages of Evolvable Production Systems and investigates 

differences to conventional systems and to Holonic Manufacturing Systems in specific. 

Furthermore a summary of contributions of Evolvable Production System is presented. 

Process-Oriented Instead of Product-Fixed Structure 

As mentioned earlier process-oriented modules and their skills, which are captured in the 

Blueprint and Emplacement file, allow a mapping of product design to the currently available 

production system concept. This enables strategic decision making in early development 

phases, in case some product related-features are not producible. The change of product 

design or development of a new production module shortens time-to-market and reduces 

costs significantly.  

Figure 2.9 compares conventional sequential product design and system integration with 

Evolvable Production Systems.  
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Figure 2.9 Comparison of product-fixed architecture to process-oriented architecture 
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Figure 2.9 shows structural differences between the two approaches: In EPS relationships 

between processes, products and available equipment are explicitly modelled. That is, 

interdependencies become conscious and can be solved in a consistent way. In contrast to 

this conventinal systems do not allow reconfiguration, as the process are tied to specific 

products. 

Fine Granularity and Adaptability 

As mentioned above, EPS provides a methodology to support fine granulated modules. That 

implies an important relationship:  

Agility/ flexibility can only be achieved if the lowest building blocks of a system are 

those that exhibit the highest rate of adaptability/ evolvability. 

(Onori et al. 2008b) 

That is, intelligence, planning and decision making is implemented on device level (using a 

multi-agent approach) in order to enable physical adaptability. Adaptability of production 

control means that the control architecture has to be even more adaptive in order to achieve 

full adaptability, see Figure 2.10. 

 

Figure 2.10 Granularity in Evolvable Production Systems (Maffei et al. 2009) 

This setup leads to stable and adaptive behaviour as the MAS run on embedded controllers 

and enable a real “plug and produce” approach due to the modular control architecture.  

Lohse (2006) introduces three main levels for an EPS to adapt to a changing, dynamic 

environment:  

 Parametric Changes: Adapting of the skills‟ attributes such as “maximum speed of 

robot link“. This level is easy to adapt but has limited effects on the system. 

 Logical Changes: The deployment of skills of the intelligent modules is adapted on 

this level; for example the sequence of skills can be modified. 

 Structural Changes: This is the most powerful adaption due to rearrangement or 

replacement of whole modules which incorporates change of the logical structure.  

Note, that the granularity does not have to be fine. EPS supports fine granularity but it can 

also deal with coarse granulated modules like commonly used in micro production. 
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Benefits of Evolvable Production System Approach 

Several advantages have been already discussed above. This section lists further benefits 

incorporated in the Evolvable Production System approach: 

 Structured development environment: Development processes for modules, produced 

by the module supplier, are available in order to comply with the EPS framework. This is 

done with the Emplacement files, the Blueprint Files and the EPS Ontology, where all 

specification are listed.  

 Universal standards: Standards and a common knowledge base, shared between the 

production company, the module supplier and the System Integrator who installs and 

commissions the equipment, are established. This enables faster and seamless 

integration and saves costs as it cuts the time to market. 

 Integrated Business Model: Integrated Business Models proposed by Maffei and Onori 

(2009) enable innovative cooperation concepts in which companies share or develop 

common EPS modules. Since small companies cannot afford high costs of production 

equipment, this approach reduces costs and the need for outsourcing.  

 Complexity: Due to the highly structured EPS environment (deploying the ontology and 

knowledge models) the product and production development processes are standardised 

and formalised, which leads to less complexity. Furthermore EPS is treated as complex 

system which is a new point of view (Bjelkemyr 2009).  

 Controlled emergent behaviour: Emergent behaviour arises from dynamic cooperation 

between intelligent modules. Since each module is task-oriented and process-specific, 

negative, emergent and non-deterministic behaviour is avoided. As discussed in section 

2.1.1 the highly structured environment in an EPS is not open since it is broken down into 

small processes and the agents have full access to their limited action space (that is, it is 

fully accessible from the agent‟s perspective). 

 Robustness, fault tolerance: These properties are significantly increased due to the 

implemented distributed control architecture and defined processes (see (Frei et al. 2007) 

fro detailed infromation). 

 Embedded intelligence: Embedded intelligence enables further sophisticated EPS 

features such as diagnostic and self-healing properties. Note, this is done in a distributed 

manner, based on neighbourhood relationships (Ribeiro et al. 2010).  

2.4.5 Differences between EPS, HMS and Conventional Systems 

As discussed above, Dedicated Manufacturing Systems or Flexible Manufacturing Systems 

can be incorporated in the more general EPS approach, which aims at industrial acceptance 

and assures integration of legacy equipment. The differences between DMS, FMS, RMS and 

EPS are multi-facetted: ranging from differences in the control architecture to means of 

modularity: 
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Many simple, strictly task-oriented components with standard interfaces are better 

than few, very flexible but extremely expensive solutions that cannot be integrated 

within existing systems. 

(Onori et al. 2006) 

Where the differences between EPS and conventional systems are obvious, the comparison 

of HMS and EPS is more remarkable. Holonic and Evolvable Production systems have 

structural similarities (e.g. both approaches use distributed systems). However it is worth 

pointing out the fundamental differences as discussed in (Akıllıoğlu et al. 2010):  

 EPS inhibits a finer granularity of the modules on device level instead of cell level. This 

leads to a higher adaptability since the control architecture is much more flexible.  

 HMS uses product-oriented architectures which prevents effective reuse of production 

components, where EPS is process-oriented. This enables a better understanding of 

dependencies between product requirements and production processes. The EPS 

Ontology connects and formalises product design and production (Lindberg et al. 2007). 

The focus of Evolvable Production System lies in feasibility and industrial acceptation of the 

approach. It provides tools for system designers as well it enables effective re-engineering. 

This is described in more detail in Chapter 3 where the implementation of an Evolvable 

Production Multi-Agent System is described on the basis of presented theories of chapter 2.  
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3 Implementation of the EPS Methodology 

This chapter details the implementation of the EPS methodology presented above. It  

elaborates in detail how the general definitions of EPS components, introduced in section 

2.4, such as the concept of skills, are incorporated in the actual implementation of the 

proposed multi-agent architecture. The MAS architecture of this thesis is a development of 

the EPS-architecture introduced in (Barata & Camarinha-Matos 2003). Barata‟s approach 

called COBASA Coalition Based Approach for Shop Floor Agility serves as a theoretical 

foundation. Basic terms and fundamental relationships are related to the COBASA approach; 

however this thesis goes beyond the state of art. New functionalities, leading to highly 

increased performance, are implement and evaluated. This chapter introduces principles of 

the realised approach in section 3.1, presents agents with their advanced functionalities and 

explains how the building blocks of the Evolvable Production Multi-Agent System are 

integrated to a consistent approach using the EPS Ontology and EPS knowledge base. 

3.1 Introduction to Terms and Definitions 

This section presents fundamental terms and definitions related to the proposed architecture. 

Some terms have been already mentioned in the theoretical foundation of chapter 2; 

however it is worth pointing out the implications of these concepts and describe how they are 

implemented in the real system.  

3.1.1 Terms and Definitions of the Proposed Architecture 

This section gives a short definition of important concepts, which are used later in the 

chapter, where they are elaborated in more detail. 

 State: The agent‟s state is a database storing the agent‟s current status concerning e.g. 

operational mode (busy, free) as well as its physical position. 

 Production component: A production component denies production equipment such as 

grippers or conveyers. 

 Agentification: This term denotes the procedure of deploying agents for legacy 

equipment. The MAS functionalities are mapped to PLC commands using equipment- 

specific Agent Machine Interfaces (AMI).  

 Coalition: A Coalition is an organisational structure for agents, to provide means for 

cooperation and facilitate coordination. Adaption or evolution in EPS can be achieved by 

changing Coalitions, e.g. adding an agent.  

 Cluster: The term Cluster denotes a physical arrangement on shop floor level which is 

an abstraction of a production cell in MAS context. 
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 Skill: Skills are an abstraction of functionalities of the physical production equipment on 

the shop floor, such as grippers or robots. The definition of skills considers various levels: 

atomic skills represent PLC related commands, where basic or complex skills are on a 

higher abstraction level (e.g. a pick and place function can be abstracted as a skill of a 

production cell).  

In the following parts of chapter 3.1, the definitions, introduced above, are précised and 

elaborated in more detail. 

3.1.2 Coalitions within the EPS Methodology 

As discussed above Coalitions are used as a coordination mechanism and a mean to 

achieve dynamic behaviour to deal with complex production environment. The advantage of 

changing Coalitions in comparison to traditional hierarchical or centralised approaches is the 

amount of reprogramming of production equipment (such as robot trajectories or conveyer 

plans). Using MAS technology the reprogramming efforts due to production changes are 

negligible since agents coordinate their-self to solve production-related problems.  

Each Coalition persists of Manufacturing Resource Agents (MRA) and a Coordination Agent 

(CA). These agents are discussed in more detail in section 3.2. The Coalition leader, 

implemented to guide the Coalition and negotiate with other agents, reduces the complexity 

of MRA‟s, which in turn do not have to communicate with other agents outside their Coalition. 

As it can be seen in Figure 3.1 Coalitions can be composed out of other Coalitions. The 

Coalition leader, the CA, is able to assemble complex skills from basic skills using templates 

of the knowledge base, elaborated in more detail in section 3.4.4 and 3.4.5. 

 

Figure 3.1 Structural dependencies in Coalitions (Barata & Camarinha-Matos 2003) 

As shown in Figure 3.1, the character  denotes skills of MR Agent  provided to 

Coalition  or in case a skill is offered by a Coalition , the skill (either basic or complex) is 
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denoted . Note that an agent doesn‟t need to offer all skills it can perform, denoted by 

. The generation of complex skills by CA‟s and the modular distributed character of 

Coalitions ensures a flexible architecture for production systems which can deal with sudden 

changes in a sophisticated way. One important aspect in this context is the questions what 

consequences arise in case the structure of a Coalition is changed e.g. an agent is removed 

from the production cell and has to leave the Coalition or in case new equipment is added. 

This clearly has several influences on higher-level Coalitions because some skills cannot be 

offered anymore. As a consequence a renegotiation process is started by the effected 

Coalition leader with the higher-level Coalitions. This provokes an updating of the complex 

skills depending on the ones that were removed in a sub-Coalition (added).  

Several constraints are imposed on Coalition formation such as agents belonging to the 

same Coalition have to be in reachable neighbourhood. That is, they must be part of the 

same Cluster and be related either physical or control wise. In addition, mechanical and 

electrical interfaces must correspond.  

Note, although a partly hierarchical structure of Coalitions (Coalitions containing sub-

Coalitions) is presented above, the heterarchical approach is strictly followed in this thesis. 

The current implementation does not compose Coalitions from sub-Coalitions, although the 

methodology encounters for such requirements. The heterarchical structure ensures a 

maximum of reconfigurability, although the efficiency is slightly increased. Since more agent 

interaction and more coordination processes are needed, this approach is computational 

more expensive, see section 4.3 for a detailed discussion. However in EPS this loosely 

coupled structure of the Multi-Agent System ensures high flexibility and true reconfigurability. 

This is also due to the concept of Clusters, presented in the next section. 

3.1.3 Relationship of Cluster and EPS Modules  

A Cluster is a group of agentified production components installed on the shop floor. Cluster 

formation can be divided into several levels, which is shown in Figure 3.2. In a first step, the 

company chooses modules or single production components from a pool of existing EPS 

modules according to product requirements as discussed above. Since the Cluster is a 

representation of a physical cell at shop floor level it consists of manufacturing agents only. 

In the next step a graphical user interface with agent capabilities such as communication or 

reasoning, called Broker (discussed in more detail in section 3.2), is used to create Coalitions 

from the agents in the Cluster. In the current implementation this step is implemented as a 

manual process done by human operators. An automated process based on the required 

skills might also be a feasible approach. 
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Figure 3.2 Cluster formation from EPS modules 

In comparison to Coalitions a Cluster inhibits additional bureaucratic properties: it provides a 

basis for agents to register and publish their skills or services. Furthermore it acts as a 

directory that allows agents to become known, restricts the set of candidate agents when a 

Coalition has to be formed and speeds up the adaptation process of agents chosen to 

participate in Coalitions. In the next section, creation of Coalitions from Clusters are 

investigated in the context of the EPS life-cycle. 

3.1.4 Evolvable Multi-Agent Production Systems’ Life-Cycle  

The life-cycle process of a multi-agent society in context of Evolvable Production Systems 

involves various stages: 

 Creation: At the beginning, software agents, CA‟s, are created and initialised for 

Coalition formation. Manufacturing Resource Agents for existing legacy equipment 

register in the common Cluster registry with name, type and skills. The module‟s skills 

can be used in this context to create Coalitions from existing agents: Using the GUI, 

human operators create Coalitions according to the specific needs of production. 

 Operation: The product is produced using the proposed distributed control architecture. 

The production process is driven by the product itself, abstracted by an agent, with an 

according production plan. During operational phase Coalitions persist and credits are 

updated accordingly. 

 Reengineering: Changing Coalition is either triggered by internal requirements such as 

failures in a production component or external reasons such as new product 

requirements or evolutionary processes and adaption. In such a case, Coalitions are 

changed in a manual way using the GUI agent. In contrast to conventional methods this 
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phase does not include reprogramming efforts, as changing Coalitions only involves 

communication of effected agents. Reengineering is facilitated by efficient cooperation 

strategies: complex skills of the Coalition and the agents‟ states are automatically 

adapted to the new configuration of the Coalition. Adding, deleting agents or whole 

Coalitions enables flexible and fast responses to changes in dynamic environments. 

 Dissolution: In this phase the complete structure of Coalitions and the interactions 

between EPS modules are deleted. As a result, single agents and whole modules, which 

cannot be split further into their fundamental components, are stored in the modules 

repository. These parts can then be used as basis for the next EPS generation.  

The described life-cycle of Evolvable Production Systems poses the question of how an 

agent should be chosen for a certain coalition, when the system is reengineered. The next 

section describes a value system to support the selection procedure of agents for a coalition. 

3.1.5 A Value System for Performance Measurement 

In the current implementation the performance of each agent is evaluated in its life-cycle. 

According to the number of failures, the success rate of requested operations or the overall 

time for maintenance, decision making is based on the value system, which acts as a 

resume of the agent. The credits are stored inside the agent‟s memory and can be requested 

by other agents, such as the GUI Agent for access of human operators. As Barata and 

Camarinha-Matos (2003) discuss, this warning mechanism can be used in practice, since 

different human operators may be involved in changes of the EPS modules during its life- 

cycle. In this context the credit system serves as basis for decision making. In contrast to the 

COBASA methodology the credits are updated after every operation, instead of after the 

Coalition is deleted. This enables advanced learning techniques such as Reinforcement 

Learning where the credit system can be part of the reward function. Reinforcement Learning 

deals with maximising the reward of an agent to obtain an optimal policy for action 

sequences. That is, agents in the Cluster learn to interact to achieve high emergent 

behaviour and optimal action selection. 

3.1.6 Skills - Abstraction of Machine Functionalities 

Skills are a fundamental part of the agent description in this approach. One has to distinguish 

between AMI atomic skills, a representation of the most basic machine actions e.g. a 

manipulator movement (moveManipulatorTo(x,y,z)), the so called basic skills which are 

directly related to real world operations of manufacturing components such as a gripper 

change (changeGripper) and complex skills defined on Coalition level. Complex skills are 

composed from basic skills of Coalition members e.g. a pick and place skill is executed 

involving robot and a gripper skills.  

Each skill consists of a name, indicating its functionality and associated attributes such as 

the holding force or the maximum velocity of a movement. Complex skills are built from more 
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basic skills in a bottom-up approach using the EPS knowledge base: The composition of 

skills is done employing knowledge base templates, which are described in more detail in 

section 3.4. Once a complex skill is defined it can be used by the particular Coalitions. The 

agent‟s skills with attributes are defined in the corresponding Blueprint Files, an EPS 

standard. The skills are initialised for each agent respectfully in the creation phase of the 

agent and saved in a distributed manner in the agent‟s own memory/state. This enables self-

awareness of the production equipment: each agent can be queried about its capabilities.  

This idea is discussed in the next section, dealing with the agent‟s state 

3.2 Agent State - Turning Self-Conscience into Reality 

In order to achieve high-level coordination, each agent requires a database to store 

information about its own state and its model of the environment. In contrast to conventional 

systems, this database is distributed and cannot be accessed directly from a central entity. 

Retrieving information is achieved by message passing between agents, where a state entry 

such as the agent‟s position in the environment, as displayed in Table 3.1, is either sent as 

an object or a string, depending on the slot of the state. The internal state of the agent or the 

state of the entire Coalition is used to reduce interactions, coordinate behaviours effectively 

and enable reasoning in the dynamic production environment. 

Since the Coordination Agent is a pure software agent, it can store and access information 

quickly as the computational power is much higher compared to Manufacturing Resource 

Agents, which are implemented on a embedded computers or run on distributed PLC‟s. MRA 

states are therefore implemented in a computationally inexpensive lightweight manner.  

3.2.1 The Agent State  

As discussed above Manufacturing Resource Agent‟s states are reduced in complexity to 

ensure fast processing and small data storage. Table 3.1 shows a conveyer section state, 

exemplary for a MRA state. 

In the current implementation the state has common state entries (for all agent classes), 

such as credits or availability (marked blue cells) which are defined in the super-class 

AgentState. Apart from this, each MRA has different state attributes, which are 

characterising for the class: e.g. the physical position slot can either contain Cartesian 

coordinates for a Robot Agent or relative properties such as attached to robot for a gripper 

state. 

The availability slot denotes the agent‟s current executive state and specifies whether it is 

able to interact in the MAS. The Coalition slot stores the current Coalition name, where the 

agent‟s performance is saved in credits. 
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String availability free busy failure 

AID Coalition null nameXY  

int credits 0 10…1000  

String operational state next section free blocked  

String physical position is docking station in chain  

Arraylist skills 

 

transport stop  

 

 

Table 3.1 Example of a state 

The skills slot in Table 3.1 of the agent state is automatically set at the initialisation phase of 

the agent. A Blueprint File, which describes properties of EPS modules, is used to link the 

agent to the dedicated production equipment with its associated skills. In the current 

implementation the skills slot contains the skills names. Since it is implemented as a flexible 

arraylist structure in Java, the skills attributes, such as holding force or precision of motion 

can be incorporated to ensure a more precise modelling of the physical equipment. The skills 

attributes can also be used in the reasoning process, described below. 

To ensure proper workflow and accurate interaction strategies in EPS multi-agent society, 

each state slot is automatically and instantaneously updated according to environmental 

state transitions.  

The CA state, shown in Table 3.2, has more functionality in comparison to MRA states, to 

incorporate reasoning and decision making processes which are computationally more 

expensive. The Members slot stores information about agent‟s which are added to the own 

Coalition. 
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Table 3.2 Coordination Agent state representation 

The CA state in Table 3.2 has to be updated regularly. In case an agent‟s state changes, it 

automatically sends an update message to its CA which in turn adjusts its‟ according slot. 

This process is critical to planning and reasoning, as the CA state is the basis for decision 

making. Therefore a priority in the CA message queue is given to state update messages.  

3.2.2 Java Implementation of the State 

As displayed in Figure 3.3 the Java classes for the agent state and the CA state provide the 

get and set methods to access state attributes. The method to set the agent‟s position in the 

cell (setPhysicalPosition()) stores either a relative value or a three dimensional 

integer array for Cartesian coordinates. All methods and variables of the CA and MRA state 

classes are inherited from the common super class Agent state. Additionally, the 

Members variable in the CA state is used to store information related to Coalition members, 

which can be accessed using the according get-methods, such as the method to obtain the 

agent‟s type (getMemberType(agentName)). 

 attribute values 
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String availability free busy failure 

String Coalition not assigned nameXY  

int credits 0 1.. 1000  

Arraylist 
Members 

AID GRIP@212.312... ROB@212.312.. 

Agent type gripper robot 

operational State claws open tool attached 

physical Position in Warehouse x y z 
 

Skills 

skill 1 

skill 2 

… 
 

skill 1 

skill 2 

… 
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+initState()

+setSkill()

+setAvailability()

+setPhysicalPosition()

+setCoalition()

+resetCoalition()

+setCredits()

+getState()

+getAvailability()

+getCoalition()

+getPhysicalPosition()

+getOperationalState()

+getSkills()

-state

-position

-skills

Agent state

+setMember()

+getAllMembers()

+deleteMember()

+deleteAllMember()

+getMemberAID()

+getMemberAt()

+getMemberType()

+getMemberState()

+getMemberSkill()

-statecounter

-Members

CA state

 

Figure 3.3 Java classes implementing the state 

Appendix E displays all agent state classes implemented in Java and the according 

hierarchical structure.  

3.2.3 Reasoning - Implication of the State 

There are three main advantages in using a state to store information about the agent and its 

multi-agent environment: 

 Interactions in form of messages can be reduced significantly: Since accessing 

information locally is much faster compared to sending messages, computational 

expenses can be cut and agents become light enough to run on microcontrollers or 

PLC‟s. This is discussed in more detail in section 3.3 

 A state representation enables effective reasoning: Information about the Coalition 

members can be used by the CA, to analyse dependencies between agents, combine 

agent skills according to production requirements and exploit emergent behaviour of the 

Coalition. Emergent behaviour, human control and learning are closely related, which is 

discussed in section 4. 

 Self-awareness of EPS modules is turned into reality: Agents can look-up their skills, 

stored in their own state, to communicate their capabilities. This can be exploited for 

various scenarios: In the product development phase the product designer is able to 

query the EPS multi-agent society about its production processes. That is, agents look up 

their skills and the associated skill attributes and communicate their potential for the 
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specific process. For example, in order to assemble a high precision and temperature 

sensitive polymer micro product, the robot and gripper agents are queried about their 

capabilities concerning accuracy of the force control of the gripper, repeatability precision 

of the robot motion in μm or operational temperatures. The agents access their 

capabilities and report potential inconsistencies with the requirements. Since the 

granularity is suitably fine, a more precise decision making can be achieved. In case the 

operational temperature is slightly too high, it might be beneficial to manufacture the 

product under these conditions for a limited time or lower quality. Hence self-awareness 

of the modules gives a direct feedback to process engineers and product designers and 

serves as basis for strategic decision making. 

Henceforth the implications of a state representation for each agent enable advanced 

functionalities and lead to effective emergent behaviour of the overall system. Effects and 

consequences of the presented properties are elaborated in section 4.2. 

3.3 Agents of the Evolvable Multi-Agent Production System 

In the current approach agents are implemented using proactive and reactive behaviours 

respectfully, in addition to social abilities. MRA‟s are rather reactive, responding to external 

changes, where Coordination Agents also inhibit proactive behaviours such as planning and 

reasoning. Social abilities enable agents to negotiate and cooperate with other agents in the 

same EPS multi-agent environment. 

EPS-agents are designed following a hybrid or layered architecture as discussed above. The 

main reason for this choice is the feasibility of this architecture to deal with dynamic 

situations, in which the agents are simultaneously deliberative and reactive to external 

changes. 

3.3.1 Manufacturing Resource Agent (MRA) 

In the current approach the Manufacturing Resource Agent class is implemented as 

an abstract super class for all MRA types. Each production equipment category, such as 

grippers or conveyer sections, has its own dedicated subclass of MRA, inheriting all properties 

and variables.  

As discussed above the agentified modules comprise skills which are abstractions of the real 

world capabilities such as a movement of a manipulator (moveAxisRelativ()) or gripper 

functionalities (openClaw()) and social skills such as negotiation abilities or participation 

behaviour in Coalitions. Figure 3.4 shows a graphical model of the Manufacturing 

Resource Agent class, which consists of two main parts. The software part, such as 

intelligence, reasoning and learning components, is closely related to the MRA‟s state 
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representation, where the second component, the basic skills, characterise physical real 

world operations. 

 

Figure 3.4 Structural design of Manufacturing Resource Agents 

The initialisation of the MRA class is done using according Blueprint Files, which are part of a 

larger concept, called Emplacement file. As specified in (Siltala et al. 2009) the Emplacement 

file consists of module‟s skills description, process variables and other properties related to 

business or technical aspects. It serves as a standard description for EPS modules and is 

therefore integrated as basic component of the proposed control architecture.  

The MRA class implementation in Java provides commonly used basic behaviours such as 

Coalition adhesion behaviours (described in more detail below) or registration of skills in a 

central database, as well as message templates to filter incoming messages. Closely related 

to Manufacturing Resource Agents is the concept of Agent Machine Interface presented in 

the next section. 

3.3.2 Agent Machine Interface (AMI) 

This software component is used for integration of legacy equipment. As shown in Figure 3.5 

the AMI is concerned with multi-agent communication (marked in red), as well as mapping 

AMI atomic skills to controller commands using the PLC natural language. The PLC 

commands are sent via Ethernet to the controller, the program is executed on the robot and 

the returned internal variables are remapped into atomic skills. An ACL message is send 

informing about the result of the action, processed by the AMI. 
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Figure 3.5 Structural design of the Agent Machine Interface  

Note that in previous EPS publications the term atomic skill was used equivalently to the 

term basic skill. As discussed earlier in this thesis, atomic skill refers a lower level: atomic 

skills are corresponding to machine commands in PLC language. Atomic skills are recorded 

or programmed manually for a flexible composition of MRA basic skills. This enables a true 

bottom-up approach with high reconfigurability: adaption or evolution can be achieved by 

recomposing basic skills from their atomic skill components. 

3.3.3 Robot Agent 

Since the MRA class is a super class for all manufacturing equipment, equipment-specific 

properties have to be described on a lower level. The RobotAgent class differs from others 

MRA classes, such as GripperAgent class, by its state entries, shown in Table 3.3. 

int physical position position(x,y,z)  

String operational state Gripper nameXY attached  no gripper attached 

Table 3.3 Structure of the Robot agent state 

The physical position is expressed in Cartesian coordinates, which is in comparison to 

previous examples of the state an absolute information. In contrast to implicit expressions 

such as ” ”, absolute information are preferable for 

reasoning or learning methods. 

A sample of skills (a complete list of skills is shown in Appendix F) of the robot AMI is shown 

in Table 3.4. As described in section 3.4.5 AMI atomic skills can be mapped into agent basic 

AMI

Agent

intern
variabes

TCP/ IP ReadNumner(LPC
TSTR name_num);

WriteCofData(LPC
TSTR name_conf, 
VARIANT*  feda t 
valu_conf) ; 

RPCmessages(lon
g* msg, long* llar, 
confquar (int))

atomic AMI skills

move relativ

set acceleration

move absolut

Robot

Controller

Controller API

program 
execution

Manipulator

MAS

ACL
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skills. For example an insert skill can be composed from several Move Manipulator To 

Position atomic skills. 

Manipulator AMI atomic skills : Manipulator Agent skills: 

Move Manipulator to position  

Move single axis to position absolute  

Move single axis to position relative  

insert 

get Gripper 

store Gripper 

Table 3.4 Skills of the robot agent and AMI 

In order to write the Java application programming interface, ABB‟s software, called RAPID, 

is used to access variables and functions of the robot controller. Cederberg et al. (2002) use 

RAPID software to implement a real time control system for an ABB robot. To achieve this, 

the so-called Remote Procedure Call method is used (in more detail see (Pires & Sá da 

Costa 2000)).  

In the current implementation the physical manipulator IRB 40 and ABB controller M2000 are 

simulated. The simulation is part of the AMI Agent, so that the proposed methodology of 

atomic AMI skills and MRA basic skills can be validated based on the required low level 

actions (device level).  

 

int k = action; 

switch(k)  

 {case DoCalibration: 

     // simulate the robot movement 

     robSimulation(IRB 400, M2000,"calibrate"); 

 break; 

 case MoveManipulatorToPositionAbsolute: 

      robSimulation(IRB 400, M2000,"Move_manipulator_to_position") ; 

 break; 

…} 
 

Figure 3.6 AMI Java code structure for machine actions simulation 

As shown in Figure 3.6 the robot AMI in Java is implemented in a highly structured way, in 

order to set the ground for future development: the agentification code has to be filled in the 

existing structure, replacing the simulation of the robot (robSimulation(IRB 400, M2000, 

"skill")). 
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3.3.4 Additional Production Equipment 

As discussed above, each production component, such as grippers, feeders, conveyer 

sections and warehouses have a dedicated class, a corresponding Agent Machine Interface 

and individual associated skills, which are shown in more detail in Appendix F. In this part of 

the chapter, agent-specific, nonstandard properties are discussed briefly. 

Feeder- and warehouse agents do not have a skill representation in the current 

implementation, as they only inhibit static functionalities. Advanced dynamic behaviours such 

as vision enabled feeding are currently investigated.  

Arraylist  

operational state 

Gripper AID name@234.43 in 

slot int 1 

Gripper AID grip@234.43 in 

slot int 2 

Table 3.5 Warehouse state entry for the operational state slot 

The operational state slot of the state model of a warehouse agent is shown in Table 3.5: 

gripper agents (identified by their unique AID) are stored in warehouse slots. This information 

can be queried by the Coordination Agent, to enable reconfigurable behaviour of the 

Coalition. The conveyer system in the current implementation is represented as a Coalition of 

single conveyer section agents. To facilitate effective communication, the state stores, 

whether the particular agent is an end section or a positioning unit (see Table 3.6).  

String physical position end section positioning unit 

String operational state next section free next section blocked 

Table 3.6 Example of the conveyer section agent‟s state slots  

Additionally information about the environment, namely the successor and predecessor 

conveyer sections‟ state are stored. If the next section is blocked by a product the conveyer 

Coalition adapts its behaviours accordingly. 

3.3.5 Broker Agent (BA) 

The Broker Agent is responsible for Coalition-related functionalities, such as adding new 

agents or deleting the Coalition. Due to large user interaction for creating and changing 

Coalitions, several graphical user interfaces (GUI) are implemented. For each GUI an agent 

has to be implemented extending the Jade GuiAgent class in order to integrate the GUI 

functions properly in the multi-agent context. The GuiAgent class inhibits methods, such as 

a function to post an event to the agent (postGuiEvent()) or functions (onGuiEvent()) 

containing code, that the agent will use to receive and process events that are posted by the 

GUI. 
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Figure 3.7 Graphical User Interface for coalition-related interactions 

Figure 3.7 shows the main window of the MAS user interface with different functionalities: 

 Create Coalition: A suitable Coordination Agent can be selected from the combo box 

beneath the push button. Creating a Coalition involves message passing to the specified 

CA. The status (see Figure 3.7) is updated according to the reply of the CA. In case a 

failure occurs the user interface is updated in real time. 

 Add agents to Coalition: This functionality is similar to the “create Coalition” button: An 

agent is added to the selected Coalition. The processes of message passing are 

investigated in detail in section 3.5.2. The content of the MRA response message is 

automatically updated and displayed in the GUI. 

 Remove agents from Coalition: In this case agents are deleted from the Coalition. 

Note, this does not imply the total deletion of the agent. All existing agents are displayed 

in the table of “Existing agents“ and can be added again. 

 Delete Coalitions: This possibility enables a deletion all Coalition members and removes 

the Coordination Agent. 

 Reload Blueprint File: As explained in chapter 4.4 this functionality is used for system 

reconfiguration. The initialisation file, called Blueprint File, can be modified to comply for 

changes in the production cell (e.g. change in physical position of equipment). The push 

button causes the specified agent (see combo box beneath) to update its‟ state (its skill, 

physical position etc.) based on the modified Blueprint File of the agent. 

 Status field: The status field is used to display user input exceptions or current 

operations of the Broker Agent.  
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 Create agent: This button opens a second GUI window as shown in Figure 3.8. The 

agent‟s name has to be specified, the location of the Blueprint File for initialisation and 

the type can be chosen by a drop down menu. 

 
Figure 3.8 Graphical User Interface for agent creation 

The status bar at the bottom of the window in Figure 3.8 shows the current action event of 

the GUI. That is, in case the user specifies a wrong address, called Uniform Resource 

Identifier (URI), of the initialisation file, the status bar displays an error messages and the 

user can change the URI. 

3.3.6 Coordination Agent (CA)  

The term Coordination Agent denotes a pure software agent (not directly connected to any 

production component), specialised in coordinating the activities of a Coalition. It leads the 

Coalition and handles all Coalition-related communication issues, as discussed in detail in 

section 4.1. Furthermore the CA leads the management of production operations of its 

associated Coalition members. 

This agent is the only partly hierarchical part in the proposed architecture. Although a purely 

heterarchical approach is preferable due to its theoretical properties, the CA‟s capabilities to 

coordinate agents and processes, has advantages in a dynamic and complex production 

environment. Several advantages are associated with the concept of CA‟s: 

 The Coordination Agent facilitates employment of lightweight MRAs, which do not 

have to enough computational power for negotiation or reasoning. 

 Human supervision is supported, as the Coalition state is agglomerated in the 

Coordination Agent‟s state. Querying the CA state information enables effective 

monitoring of the whole Coalition. 

 The CA links tasks to complex skills, built from basic skills of its Coalition members, 

and coordinates the production processes using templates of the EPS knowledge 

base, discussed in more detail in section 3.4 
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Due to its large computational power (the software agent runs on a industrial high 

performance computer), reasoning can be effectively employed. Furthermore the CA‟s state 

is larger and more advanced compared to MRA‟s (see Figure 3.9). It includes all agents of 

the Coalition and their states. The CA state is automatically updated in case an agent‟s state 

changes or an agent leaves the Coalition.  

 

Figure 3.9 Structural design of the Coordination Agent 

Note, for structural completeness, the so called CoOp templates are included in Figure 3.9. 

CoOp templates are part of the knowledge base and enable a mapping from tasks to skills 

(for more details refer to section 3.4.4). 

3.3.7 Product Agent (PA) 

The Product Agent represents the physical product, which has to be produced. It runs on an 

embedded computer located on the palette or the work-piece itself.  

In the Product Agent‟s state, the production plan is stored as shown 

in Figure 3.10. The production plan consists of tasks, which are 

derived from EPS processes for this particular product. It is 

specified as XML document and loaded from the initialisation file at 

the beginning of the Product Agent‟s life-cycle.  

The Product Agent drives the processes by requesting the tasks of 

the production plan such as pick and place or transport operations 

from the adequate Coalition. These tasks are disassembled by the 

CA in basic skills of the Coalition members using CoOp templates, 

as it is discussed in more detail in section 3.4.4. 

The Product Agent is a key concept of the proposed multi-agent 

control architecture, since it initiates all the production sequences. 

CA
Intelligence:
•Reasoning
•Learning

action
action

CoOp
templates

internal state

• Agents in coalition

•attribute
•…
•…

•attribute
•…
•…
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•…
•…
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• task 2: welding

…

• task n: polish
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This is also elaborated in section 4.1, where UML communication diagrams show this effect 

in more detail. The next section presents means for integration of the multi-agent concept 

(presented in this section) into the concept of EPS and the knowledge management of 

Evolvable Production Systems. 

3.4 Knowledge Base and the EPS Ontology 

The EPS knowledge base comprises several fundamental components such as CoOp 

templates or Blueprint Files, which are discussed in this section. The EPS Ontology is used 

to organise and visualise the EPS knowledge base. As discussed above, Ontologies are 

applied as a mean to structure the environment, conceptualise processes and methods, 

define a common vocabulary and reuse knowledge. The EPS Ontology can be roughly 

divided into two domains: one consists of production-specific knowledge, related to process 

engineering, where the other part deals with agent communication on a computer science 

background. This thesis describes first steps towards an integration of the two domains in a 

common approach, the EPS Ontology.  

3.4.1 The EPS Communication Ontology 

This part of the EPS Ontology is concerned with inter-agent communication. That is, a 

common semantic understanding between agents must be assured. In the MAS, agents are 

required to share basic concepts, such as skills, credits, requests and agent. Therefore all 

agents of the proposed architecture share a global Ontology that is modelled using Blueprint 

Files and templates as discussed below. In a heterogeneous MAS with several developers, 

the Ontology has to be defined explicitly. However in the current implementation some 

aspects are implicitly modelled, as the MAS is homogenous i.e. ontological content is 

expressed in message templates for filtering communication. This enables a simpler 

cooperation structure.  

In the multi-agent context the proposed EPS Communication Ontology defines a common 

vocabulary, describing the terminology of communication protocols and a nomenclature, 

which expresses the semantic and relationship between the ontological components. 

Although the definition of an Ontology can be done using Protégé or Jade (Jade inhibits 

classes for an Ontology definition such as the AgentAction interface and the interface 

Predicate) in the current implementation a customised Xml Ontology was developed, 

which has several advantages: 

 More customisation possibilities for the definition of user-specific Ontologies 

 Specification of sequences is possible instead of using first order semantics 

 Integration of older Ontologies which are converted to Xml 

 No open source compatibility problems between JADE, Protégé and Protégé plug-ins 
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3.4.2 The EPS Manufacturing Ontology 

This sub part of the EPS Ontology reflects process engineering related knowledge. It is used 

to structure the manufacturing and assembly processes of the product. As discussed above 

the manufacturing Ontology maps processes to skills of agents, which are the EPS modules‟ 

software representation.  

 

Figure 3.11 EPS taxonomy for agent skills 

Figure 3.11 shows a taxonomy of complex or composite and basic skills. This taxonomy is 

incorporated in the EPS Manufacturing Ontology by specification of their relationships. Not 

only skills and software representation of physical equipment but also all manufacturing and 

assembly processes are specified in the EPS Manufacturing Ontology using classes, slots, 

and relationships between them.  

3.4.3 A Universal EPS Ontology 

In order to integrate two domains, a first part of a universal EPS Ontology was developed, 

which can be extended accordingly to meet production- and multi-agent control-related 

requirements for an Ontology. 

The development of a general EPS Ontology, combining EPS Communication Ontology and 

EPS can be divided into several steps: 

 Create the ontological vocabulary, such as skill, weld or request.  

 Define the structure and semantics of the defined terminology as well as describing the 

schema of the ontological objects: e.g. how is the method to update the value system 
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(updateCredits()) related to the agent state or what are the implications on 

production equipment and communication when a pick and place task is requested. 

 Register the EPS Ontology in the Multi-Agent System as well as the ontological 

language, for a common understanding of agent and production related concepts. 

Figure 3.12 shows an ontological description of skills in an EPS context. Although the current 

implementation uses a user-defined XML Ontology, Figure 3.12 is modelled using Protégé 

for better readability. 

 

Figure 3.12 Ontological description of a pick and place skill 

As displayed in Figure 3.12, gripper or robot agents are linked to their skills, such as grip or 

release in order to enable simpler and more effective communication. Since the Coordination 

Agent is able to access the Ontology and recognise ontological relationships (e.g. which 

agent has what skill), the CA is able to effectively address the correct agent. E.g. in case a 

grip skill is required with certain attributes, the CA addresses the specific gripper agent 

instead of searching this gripper agent from the group of all grippers.  

Relationships can be modelled easily in an Ontology. However it is more challenging to 

specify sequences. In the current implementation, templates, such as Coalition Operational 

Templates or Operation to Action templates, are part of the EPS knowledge base describing 

production sequences. These templates are investigated in the following. 
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3.4.4 The Coalition Operational (CoOp) Template  

In order to specify operational sequences in the production environment, operational 

templates were developed as part of the EPS knowledge base. Although such templates can 

be integrated in an Ontology using first order logics, another approach is investigated here, 

since this first order approach is not scope of the thesis. Instead a link in the ontology for 

each task refers to a task-specific template.  

CoOp templates are used to map tasks to operations which correspond to agent skills. As 

discussed in section 3.2 each MRA has different skills such as goToPart, insert or grip, which 

can be composed to the so-called complex skills. Complex skills correspond to capabilities of 

a Coalition such as pick and place or weld. Using the relationships derived from the 

manufacturing Ontology, the CoOpT defines variables, initialisation methods and operational 

sequences as shown in Table 3.7. 

pick & place operations 

variables 

int PartPosition 

int TargetPosition 

int safePosition 

int speed, acceleration 

initialisation 
Targetposition = query Product Agent 

PartPosition = look up in CA state or query warehouse agent 

MRA skills: 

1. goToPart(PartPosition) 

2. grip 

3. moveTo(safePosition) 

4. insert(TargetPosition) 

5. release 

6. moveTo(safePosition) 

Table 3.7 CoOp template for a pick and place task 

The variables and initialisation methods specify necessary parameters for the task such as 

the position of the part to be assembled in the feeder or the target position on the work piece. 

The list of parameters can be extended according to the needs of a specific process, such as 

humidity or process temperature. The variables have to be initialised before the task can be 

executed, this is either done by message passing or accessing state entries. After the 

initialisation procedure of the CoOp template, shown in Table 3.7, the sequence of 

operations has to be initiated and supervised. 

CoOp templates are comparable to predefined plans for operations. Like the ontological 

definitions, they specify vocabulary and its relationship to manufacturing processes.  
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Figure 3.13 CoOp Template description in XML format 

In the current implementation, CoOpT are specified as Xml documents as shown in Figure 

3.13. The Protégé-plug-in called Beansgenerator (www.protege-uni-stanford.edu) is currently 

investigated as a tool for bridging the gap between the Ontology (developed in XML or 

Protégé) and the MAS development environment JADE. 

3.4.5 The Operation to Action Template (OAT) 

One of the significant differences compared to previous works on Evolvable Production 

Systems, concerns the level of granularity for skills, which is much finer in the current 

implementation. Instead of agent skills, a lower level, the so called AMI atomic skills are 

defined, corresponding to machine level commands of legacy equipment. Note, in previous 

EPS papers the terms basic skills and atomic skills were used synonymic. In order to specify 

and relate basic and atomic skills to each other Operation to Action Templates are 

introduced as part of the EPS knowledge base. Similar to CoOpT, Operation to Action 

Templates disassemble high level commands, in this case operations, into lower level 

sequential actions as it is displayed in Figure 3.14. 
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Figure 3.14 Operation to Action Templates mapping MRA skills to atomic skills 

Operation to Action Templates map basic MRA skills such as goToPart or release to AMI 

atomic skills which can be directly expressed in PLC functionalities. In Figure 3.14 the 

example of a robot is shown: the atomic skills are sent via Ethernet connection using TCP/IP 

protocol or any serial connection to the robot controller. As discussed in section 3.3.2 the 

ABB PLC can be controlled via a remote procedure call method using the ABB PLC‟s natural 

language RAPID and RAP protocol. The OAT for an agent skill of a robot storing a gripper in 

a warehouse (storeGripper) is shown in Table 3.8. 

storeGripper skill  

 

 

variables 

 

int startPosition 

int endPosition 

int FreeSlotPosition 

AID GripperAID 

int speed, accelaration 

initialisation 
FreeSlotPosition: query WORKHOUSE AGENT for (x,y,z) 

endPosition = FreeSlotPosition + safety 

AMI atomic skills 

1. moveToPositionAbsolut(startPosition);  

2. moveToPositionAbsolut(FreeSlotPosition); 

3. unattachGripper(GripperAID); 

4. moveToPositionAbsolut(endPosition); 

Table 3.8 Example of an Operation to Action Template for the robot skill changeGripper 

AMI

atomic skills

MRA

Basic skill

align vertical skill

PLC

RAP commands

make dir call
set acceleration

read variable x-
position

TCP 
IP

move relativ

set acceleration

set speed

move absolut

Operation 
to

Action
Templates
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Due to the fine granularity a true bottom-up approach can be realised. As displayed in Table 

3.8 the storeGripper skill of a robot can be composed from AMI atomic skills (e.g. 

moveToPositionRelativ()). The AMI atomic skills are recorded using the teach pendant of the 

robot or programmed e.g. for a gripper. These basic components can be subsequently used 

in combination with the Ontology to built or modify higher level skills. 

Due to the parametric nature of the OAT (positions and parameters are updated in run-time 

for each operation respectfully), this approach can be reconfigured easily in case a change 

occurs, such as the warehouse is physically dislocated. This serves as the basis for the 

highly reconfigurable approach of Evolvable Production Systems. 

Besides Operation to Action and Coalition Operation templates the knowledge base 

incorporates further files, such as the Blueprint Files, which are discussed in the next section. 

3.4.6 The Concept of Blueprint Files 

The Blueprint File is used in this thesis to characterise EPS modules. As a standard for 

Blueprint Files, XML is used to enable effective machine readability, as well as fast and 

convenient processing methods. As discussed in (Siltala et al. 2009), various information is 

stored in the Xml document:  

 Skills of production components 

 Position of equipment such as a robot in the Cluster/ production cell. 

 Mechanical electrical, pneumatic interfaces 

 Production-related information 

 General module description 

The description of skills is used in the current approach to initialise EPS Agents. Due to the 

XML format it is simple to parse the Blueprint File in Java. There are several options to make 

the Blueprint File information available: Using “Java Architecture for XML Binding” (JAXB) 

(Sun Microsystems 2005) Xml components can be mapped to Java classes. In the current 

implementation a Simple API for XML (SAX) is used, as it guarantees a faster processing 

with less data to be stored. Given that MRAs run on embedded computers, these properties 

are evident. 

3.4.7 Summary of Knowledge Base Achievements 

The knowledge base with the according EPS Ontology, the CoOp and OA templates gives 

the basis for: 

 Regulation and a control structures for agent‟s behaviour 

 A common vocabulary with clear semantics and meaning 
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 Guaranteed understanding of agents when communicating using multi-agent- and 

production-related terminology 

In case of a development towards a heterogeneous EPS multi-agent society with several 

companies developing agent technology, the possibility to register each of the different 

Ontologies in the DF becomes evident. All agent‟s can query vocabulary and ensure their 

common meaning. This implicates that the EPS knowledge base is the fundamental 

component of the approach proposed in this thesis. 

3.5 Implementation of Agent Communication Protocols 

This section deals with multi-agent communication issues to facilitate effective coordination. 

A key component in this context is the Coordination Agent, which has fundamental duties. It 

leads the Coalition and coordinates requests from Broker Agents (in the Coalition creation 

phase) or Product Agents (in the operation phase of the EPS life-cycle).  

The current implementation of multi-agent communication follows the agent interaction 

protocols defined in FIPA specifications (http://www.fipa.org/specs/fipa00026) in order to 

comply with industrial standards for agent based applications. JADE features several classes 

complying with FIPA standards, for instance the AchieveREInitiator class or the 

AchieveREResponder class (see Appendix G for detailed information). These classes are 

extended to fit the requirements of the EPS approach. 

3.5.1 Communication for Coalition Creation 

Figure 3.15 shows the UML sequence diagram for a Coalition creation process.  

BA CA

REQUEST: to be added

AGREE

INFROM: result

update state: coalition slot

search CA state

 

Figure 3.15 Coalition creation involving BA and corresponding CA 
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The communication process shown in Figure 3.15, started by the BA, follows FIPA 

standards. The human operator controls the activities using GUI functionalities of the Broker 

Agent. In case a new Coalition is created, the Broker Agent initiates the communication by 

sending a message with an according performative, in this case a REQUEST performative, 

to the CA. According to the Coordination Agent‟s state entries, such as availability, the CA 

responds with a message with according performative to indicate the messages purpose 

(AGREE, REFUSE, etc.). In the next step, the CA state is updated, since it is associated with 

the created coalition. A second message is send asynchronous to the BA informing about the 

result. 

3.5.2 Adding and Deleting MRA’s from Coalitions  

The procedure of adding an MRA to a Coalition is again initiated by the Broker Agent, 

comparable to the Coalition creation phase, presented above. The sequence in Figure 3.16 

involves two nested negotiation processes. The MRA checks and updates its state and 

responds to the CA request accordingly. In case the MRA is successfully added, a second 

message is send to update the CA‟s member slot of this particular agent. This is important, 

since the CA state accumulates relationships and information about the Coalition. As faulty 

state entries can lead to undesired coordination and behaviour of the Coalition, the update 

messages are sent with high priority and the CA state is updated instantaneously.  

BA CA MRA

REQUEST: add agent

REQUEST: to be added

AGREE: initiate process

AGREE: to be added

INFROM RESULT update CA state:

- coalition Members slot

- OperationalState slot

update MRA state:

- coalition slot

INFORM: succesfully added

INFORM:  MRA state information

 

Figure 3.16 Conversation to append MRA to Coalition 
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The deleting process is similar to the UML sequence displayed in Figure 3.16. Note, the GUI, 

namely the Broker Agent, is updated each time the CA sends Coalition related information. 

Filtering the information is done using message templates as part of the Communication 

Ontology as discussed above. 
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4 Evaluation of the Implemented MAS 

In order to validate the proposed multi-agent control methodology, a case study was 

conducted, which is presented in this chapter. The production scenario, an assembly process 

for a washing machine handle is abstracted as a composition of a sequential pick and place 

tasks. To guarantee a proper workflow the physical equipment is simulated on machine 

component level, hence PLC actions are simulated. Based on this approach the developed 

EPS control architecture is validated.  

This chapter investigates in a first step multi-agent communication and coordination for the 

defined production task, where the Product Agent (representing the washing machine 

handle) initiates the production process, requesting a task from a Coalition. The Coordination 

Agent, the representative of the Coalition, uses the EPS knowledge base templates to 

address corresponding MRA‟s which execute their jobs.  

In the next step an alternative multi-agent approach is presented, which differs in the means 

of coordination and communication from the one described above: coordination is achieved 

by pure communication without a predefined coordination structure. Then the two simulations 

are described and compared regarding efficiency and robustness.  

As adaptability and evolvability of the system are the key challenges in EPS, means for 

reconfigurability are explained in the last step. Various opportunities for reconfiguration are 

presented, reaching from skill adaptability to evolvability of the systems control architecture. 

4.1 Simulation of the Operating Sequence 

As discussed above, the Product Agent drives the production: the corresponding operating 

sequence of the EPS Multi-Agent Systems is shown in Figure 4.1: 

 
Figure 4.1 Communication sequence for a production task  
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As shown in Figure 4.1, the Product Agent requests a task from a Coalition according to its 

production plan. The Coordination Agent receives the request and determines the state of 

Coalition. After the reasoning process discussed below, it maps the task to MRA skills using 

CoOpT. 

The communication sequence shown Figure 4.1 involves high coordination efforts and 

intensive message passing. The same process is shown in Figure 4.2 as UML sequence 

diagram. Note, due to conversation length the process is cut. 

 

Figure 4.2 UML communication sequence diagram for a production task 

The conversation is initiated by the PA as displayed in Figure 4.2, the final step is an 

INFORM message about the task‟s result. Important points in the communication are 

explained below: 

 Point A: At this point of the process the CA verifies if the task can be handled by the 

Coalition. In a next step it processes the request mapping the task to operations using 

appropriate techniques of the EPS knowledge base such as CoOp templates. 

Product Agent CA Robot

REQUEST: task

REQUEST: goToPart

AGREE: executing task

AGREE

INFROM:result

Gripper

INFROM: position achieved

REQUEST: grip

AGREE: operation

REQUEST: release

AGREE

INFORM: achieved

INFORM: credits

INFORM: operation achived

INFORM: state to be updated

A

B

C

D
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 Point B: The MRA receives a request for a skill. For more details please refer to 

Figure 4.4. 

 Point C: In this state the MRA skill is executed and the result is send to the CA, which 

in turn evaluates the achievement and returns corresponding credits. In case of a 

failure to achieve the operation the credits are negative. 

 Point D: The MRA sends a message asynchronously with a high priority indicating the 

Coalition‟s structure has changed and the CA state has to be updated accordingly. 

In Figure 4.3 the relationship between task, operation and actions is displayed. Each part of 

the production process uses its information stored in the knowledge base, which can be 

accessed locally by each agent instance. 

 

Figure 4.3 MAS communication structure of a production sequence 

Figure 4.3 is a graphical representation of the production process, shown as UML sequence 

diagram in Figure 4.4, which is in turn a specification of the process, shown in Figure 4.2. 

The communication involves the MRA-specific AMI‟s and only one skill, goToPart, is shown 

due to better readability. 

Important points are again indicated by capitalised letters in Figure 4.4: 

 Point A: A reasoning process is implemented. Depending on the Coalition‟s state, the 

CA behaves differently. In this case it request the gripper position in the warehouse. 

For further information see section 4.2. 

 Point B: At this point of the communication the operation is disassembled using 

Operation to Action Templates. Messages are sent to the AMI for execution of actions, 

corresponding to AMI atomic skills. 

task operation action
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 Point C: The AMI receives the request and starts the simulation of the action. The 

simulation result, , is send to the MRA, which in 

turn initiates the next action or reports the operational result to the CA. 

 Point D: In Point D, the next operation (in this case “grip”) is initiated or the task‟s 

result is send to the PA, in case the pick and place task is achieved. 

 

Figure 4.4 Specification of the communication sequence of Figure 4.2 

In Point A of the conversation, reasoning capabilities are used to enable effective 

communication. This concept is elaborated in the next section. 

4.2 Reasoning Capabilities for Effective Coordination 

The Coordination Agent, implemented on an industrial high performance computer, exhibits 

intelligent behaviour and reasoning capabilities. This section elaborates how reasoning is 

achieved and what implications on the system‟s performance it comprises. 

In the sequence of the conversation in Figure 4.4, Point A is significant. According to the 

Coalition‟s state, the CA chooses one of the EPS knowledge base templates. Several 

questions, to be evaluated are shown in Table 4.1: 

 

CA Robot

REQUEST: goToPart

AGREE

Robot AMI

INFROM: achieved

Warehouse

REQUEST: Gripper position information

INFORM: position Gripper

REQUEST: move absolut

INFORM: achieved

REQUEST: move relativ

INFORM: achieved

REQUEST: pick & place

REQUEST: grip
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B

C

D
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Question Evaluation criteria  Consequence 

Gripper attached to robot? state attributes  @Robot: attachGripper 

Which gripper to choose? skill attributes  @Robot: changeGripper 

Claws opened/closed? state attributes  @Gripper: open 

Can robot lift piece? skill attributes  suggest other robot 

Table 4.1 Example of rules to enable effective reasoning 

The questions informally stated in Table 4.1 can be used to define rules with preconditions, 

evaluation criteria and consequences. The rules are then implemented in the reasoning 

behaviour of the Coordination Agent. Another approach is the incorporation of JESS through 

its Java API: JESS (Friedman-Hill 2008), a rule engine for Java applications, enables a more 

efficient implementation of rule-based reasoning. Various API‟s exist for effective integration 

of JESS in JADE or Protégé. 

Table 4.2 shows the implementation of the first example of Table 4.1 (“Gripper attached to 

robot?”) for a pick and place task. Depending on the state attributes of the Coalition, the 

gripper has to be attached to the robot to execute the task, different templates have to be 

chosen. Reasoning is implemented through rules defined in different CoOp templates as 

displayed in Table 4.2. 

CoOp Template A CoOp Template B 

if (state = gripper not attached to robot ) if (state = gripper attached ) 

search gripper slot position 

go to warehouse  

get Gripper  
 

 pick & place  pick & place  

Table 4.2 CoOp Templates depending on the Coalition‟s state 

As discussed above, one has to define preconditions in the Ontology linked to operations in 

order to implement parametric and hence reconfigurable templates. In case the conditions 

are fulfilled, the actual operations can be executed. Since full ontological integration is not 

scope of the thesis, the reasoning part was hardcoded into the Coordination Agent‟s 

behaviour.  

The complete reasoning process for a pick and place task is shown in Figure 4.5. In order to 

demonstrate the feasibility of the approach and better visualisation a simplified version of a 

pick and place task is implemented. The complete pick and place operation involving all 

robot-, gripper, feeder- and warehouse agents is shown in Appendix E. Figure 4.5 is created 

using the Sniffer Agent, a Jade functionality to track and display messages of the 

implemented Multi-Agent System (see JADE description in 2.1.3).  
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In the beginning Product A agent instigates the operational procedure as shown in Figure 

4.5. The next step comprises a reasoning part (green boxes), in which the CA state is 

evaluated and preconditions for the specific operation are achieved: a gripper is fixed to the 

robot and the gripper‟s status is adjusted. In the next step the actual operation is initiated. 

When Product B agent queries for a task, the preconditions of the task are true (the gripper 

is already attached) and the task is achieved without any adjustments. 

 

Figure 4.5 Effects of reasoning capabilities in a simplified pick and place task 

Figure 4.5 demonstrates the utility of a state representation in combination with intelligent 

behaviour. Instead of storing only local information in the agent‟s, which have to be queried 

by the CA every time, the CA state is used to guarantee efficient coordination: in this case 

the communication is cut by more than 50%. That is, the implemented approach is highly 

effective. This is investigated in more detail in the next section. 

4.3 Comparison of EPMAS Architectures 

Various approaches for agile manufacturing using MAS have been proposed in recent years, 

reaching from Holonic architecture (Van Brussel et al. 1998) with a lack of granularity to 

purely heterarchical methodologies. In this chapter the proposed methodology is compared 

to a heterarchical approach without a fixed coordination schema and evaluated as discussed 
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below. This comparison shows advantages of the current implementation and points out 

potential effects for future development efforts. 

4.3.1 Introduction to the Simulation of EPMAS Test Cases 

The structure of the approach, presented in the thesis, is schematically shown in Figure 4.6. 

It consists of a several Coalitions with one dedicated Coalition leader respectfully, to manage 

Product Agent-related requests and enhance effective coordination.  

 

Figure 4.6 Test case A: heterarchical approach with predefined coordination structure 

The structure is heterarchical. However it has a predefined coordination structure: the 

definition of the Coordination Agent defines multi-agent interactions.  

The architecture, shown in Figure 4.6, is denoted as test case A. In comparison to this 

approach, test case B is displayed in Figure 4.7. It also consists of a heterarchical structure. 

The Product Agent, in this case, requests a task from one of the MRA directly. This 

procedure can be implemented as a Contract Net protocol as discussed in section 2.1.5. In 

case an agent is found/ promoted to execute the request, the MRA itself communicates with 

other Manufacturing Resource Agents in order to achieve a coordinated behaviour. This 

communication can imply negotiation procedures using sub-Contract Net methods or 

blackboard approaches to achieve the goal. Each MRA therefore needs its own reasoning 

capabilities, which can be challenging for embedded computers. Since an advanced Contract 

Net protocol strategy is not scope of the thesis, test case B uses communication strategies 

for coordination instead, without reasoning, based on a state representation. However each 

agent has its own local state for decision making.  

PA CA 1

MRA 1 MRA 2 MRA 3

Request

CA 2

MRA 4 MRA 5
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Figure 4.7 Test case B: heterarchical approach without CA 

In the next section the simulation of the presented test cases are evaluated concerning 

computational processes and coordination efficiency. 

4.3.2 Evaluation of Test Cases 

The simulation of test case A and test case B involves several Product Agents, each 

requesting a task. In the simulation this task is represented by the pick and place sequence 

introduced above. Since every production task can be mapped to actions on level machine 

through the highly structured EPS knowledge base and EPS Ontology the specific pick and 

place task chosen here, is representative for all production tasks such as weld or glue.  

 

Figure 4.8 Comparison of number of computational processes 
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Figure 4.8 shows the comparison between case A and case B concerning the accumulated 

number of computational processes, such as message passing or state accesses, based on 

activities of the whole Multi-Agent System. As displayed in Figure 4.8 the state information is 

used intensively throughout the communication in the Coalition by the CA in test case A. 

The considerable difference between the number of computational processes in Figure 4.8 

poses an central question: Why is case A significantly more efficient compared to case B? 

As potential consequences of reasoning and structured coordination become obvious in the 

long run, the difference can be explained by synergy effects due to a central coordinator, the 

CA. Since coordination in test case B is achieved by pure communication without a state 

representation, activities such as query the directory file for an appropriate agent or query an 

agent about its own state, result in higher number of computational processes. 

Although the number of messages is a good indicator of computational efficiency another 

parameter for performance measurement was investigated. The total costs  are displayed in 

equation (4-1): 

 

 
(4-1) 

Where  denotes the elapsed CPU time per message for task .  stands for the total 

number of messages send for task ;  the number of state accesses.  indicates the total 

number of tasks.  

 

Figure 4.9 Coordination costs of distributed entities on a single computer  
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For the evaluation of simulations the elapsed CPU time for messages and state accesses 

was calculated from the average value of 10,000 messages send or state accesses 

respectfully. Figure 4.9 shows the resulting diagram: the logarithmical costs are displayed for 

acquiring state information and message passing for case A and case B respectfully. 

Although the total amount of states accesses displayed in Figure 4.8 is of the same 

magnitude with number of messages, the costs of a state access is highly decreased, since it 

simply involves an internal search of its agent state. That is, message passing is 

computationally more expensive.  

Another important point to mention is the content of the messages sent. In this case simple 

String messages were used. However, JADE has functionalities to send entire objects as 

ACL-Messages. In the latter case the computational costs are expected to rise significantly.  

In Figure 4.9 the costs for coordination of agents running on the same platform, a single 

computer, are investigated. In real world applications the entities run on distributed 

computers connected via Ethernet or wireless LAN. Therefore a second, refined simulation is 

investigated. Figure 4.10 shows costs for message passing between agents running on 

physically distributed platforms, connected via Ethernet.  

 

Figure 4.10 Coordination costs for agents running on distributed machines 
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The costs of state accesses in Figure 4.9 and Figure 4.10 are the same (the state is saved 

locally on the agent‟s embedded computer), where message passing is about 12 times more 

expensive. To sum up, test case A is much more efficient based on the evaluated criteria. 

The next section gives a short summary and also highlights potential benefits of a 

heterarchical approach without fixed coordination.  

4.3.3 Summary of Simulation Results 

In the previous section two approaches of multi-agent control architectures were investigated 

and evaluated concerning their efficiency. Table 4.3 summarises properties and advantages 

of both approaches. 

 

Table 4.3 Comparison of test cases A and B 

Due to the heterarchical approach without the predefined coordination structure of Coalitions, 

case B is less specific to production domain: It‟s coordination is not governed by structures 

implemented inside the CA. Since rules for reasoning are human, process-specific 

knowledge, the approach followed in case B is more general with explicit theoretical 

foundations. On the one hand the determined coordination structure of case A implies higher 

productivity due to high efficiency; on the other hand this is also a minute limitation of the 

system‟s capability towards emergent behaviour in case of failure appearances or sudden 

changes. Those changes can be achieved by both approaches, although test case B is 

more flexible due to a more general implementation. Another issue is concerned with 

requirements in production systems to incorporate good monitoring, control and supervision 

functionalities of the system (by human operators), in order to prevent undesired emergent 

behaviour. Since case A is more regulated, it is a preferable solution for the production 

domain incorporating these properties. 

Test Case A:
CA as Coalition Leader

Test Case B:
Flexible Cooperation

• CA manages coordination
• MRA and CA state 

• MRA state without explicit 
reasoning capabilities

• Coordination through 
communication

+ Monitoring and control
+ Effecient
+ Real-world applicable
+ Robust

+ Highly robust to component  
failures

+ Theoretical foundations
- High communication overhead
- Low efficiency
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4.4 Means for Reconfigurability 

The methodology of Evolvable Production systems encounters for dynamic changes in 

production needs. This section discusses how reconfigurability and adaptability to fast 

environmental changes is facilitated. The implemented multi-agent approach meets the EPS 

requirements and adds further functionalities. 

Five test cases have been investigated to show how true evolvability and adaptability is 

incorporated in the current implementation of the Evolvable Production Multi-Agent System: 

 Physical production equipment is added: If the production machine does not comply with 

EPS Emplacement file standards, an agentification step incorporates legacy equipment in 

the EPMAS. Using the Agent Machine Interface, the added production equipment 

automatically registers in the common directory file, publishes its skills and is utilisable. 

Additional reprogramming is unnecessary and machines are integrated instantaneously, 

as the multi-agent architecture adapts to this change.  

 Physical production equipment is removed from the Cell or Cluster: In this case the agent 

automatically stops its internal processes, deregisters from the common directory file and 

informs the CA, to update its internal state. The production tool can be removed from the 

cell in the next step without any further reprogramming due to the system‟s evolvability. 

 Physical production equipment is changed: This process implies changes of the physical 

arrangement of the cell or of production equipment itself. 

 

Figure 4.11 GUI functionality for self-reconfiguration capabilities of the EPMAS 
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In the case of changed equipment, the Blueprint File of the module has to be modified 

manually by the operator. Since the agent has capabilities to read it‟s specification from 

it‟s initiation file, the Blueprint File, a GUI functionality shown in Figure 4.11 (marked red) 

is implemented to enable system reconfiguration by self-reconfiguration of agents in case 

of altered production equipment.  

 Adaptability of processes: Since processes are defined in the knowledge base, linked to 

skills through the Ontology, changing processes implies manipulation of corresponding 

OAT or CoOpT in Xml. This effects the operational sequence instantaneously, as agents 

use ontological content to coordinate their behaviour and execute production tasks.  

 Evolution of Skills: Depending on the level of skills, this process differs in complexity. 

Generating the fundamental AMI atomic skills is more complicated since it implies 

reprogramming efforts of robot or grippers. As an example, the robot AMI atomic skill for 

a vertical vibration of the payload (doShaking()) can be programmed for a better insertion 

in the joining process. This is achieved using low level PLC commands. In comparison to 

AMI atomic skills, basic skills or complex skills are changed by simply building higher 

level skills from atomic skills (using Operation to Action Templates as displayed in Table 

4.4): The robot agent skill insert can be modified adding the doShaking atomic skill for 

advanced behaviour without reprogramming. 

insert skill  refined insert skill 

 

 

 

moveToPositionAbsolute(referencePoint)  

moveToPositionRelative(safePosition) 

moveToPositionRelative(insertdistance)  

 
moveToPositionAbsolute(referencePoint)  

moveToPositionRelative(safePosition)  

doShaking(Frequency) 

moveToPositionRelative(insertdistance) 

Table 4.4 Example of skill evolution 

As discussed above the proposed Evolvable Production Multi-Agent System control 

architecture encounters for various scenarios, enabling true reconfigurability. The presented 

methodology incorporates EPS concepts of adaptability and evolvability leading to advanced 

intelligent behaviour in dynamic production environments.   
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5 Summary and Conclusion 

In the first part of the thesis an introduction to Multi-Agent Systems is presented and MAS 

properties such as cooperation protocols or negotiation sequences are discussed briefly. 

Furthermore the state of the art regarding distributed systems in production is investigated. 

Benefits and disadvantage to conventional (centralised or hierarchical) control architectures 

are compared and evaluated. Moreover, Evolvable Production Systems are described briefly. 

In a next step the control architecture for EPS, using a Multi-Agent System approach, is 

proposed. The basic terminology is explained and elaborated in the context of the novel 

distributed architecture. Then the Evolvable Production Multi-Agent Systems‟ key 

components are presented. The agent state, a decentralised local database inside the agent, 

is described briefly, as well as the agent types of the Evolvable Production Systems are 

elaborated. This section reports, how effective coordination is achieved and how legacy 

equipment is integrated using the Agent Machine Interface. Furthermore the EPS knowledge 

base and the developed Ontology are described. These fundamental EPS components 

provide the basis for a structured production environment and connect production-related 

concepts with agent communicational semantics. 

In the next section the proposed architectural models are simulated and evaluated using two 

complementary approaches. The main differences are the system‟s intrinsic properties such 

as coordination structure or environmental state representation. The evaluation of the 

simulation results shows substantial differences in efficiency and robustness. Furthermore 

reconfiguration possibilities of the proposed control architecture, the most significant aspect 

in EPS, are described in detail. Various scenarios are investigated ranging from integration of 

new production equipment to modification of existing production processes. As a result, 

reprogramming efforts are reduced significantly in comparison to conventional production 

systems due to the proposed bottom-up approach of skills.  

The thesis proves the feasibility of the proposed control architecture and and demonstrates 

the Evolvable Production Multi-Agent System‟s capabilities to perform the production tasks 

required for the assembly of the defined product. 

5.1 Future work 

Agentification of Production Equipment  

A first suggestion for future work is the implementation of the proposed control architecture 

on the existing production equipment at KTH. This step involves Agentification, which 

denotes the integration process of legacy equipment in the EPS multi-agent control 

approach. As discussed above the structural definition of the Agent Machine Interface was 

developed. In a next step the Ethernet connection has to be established and the mapping 
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from Java to PLC code has to be implemented. However, due to the complete integration of 

the AMI in the developed control architecture this is minor work. In this context, the 

comparison of the two described control approaches is interesting, regarding robustness and 

efficiency.  

Integration of the Knowledge Base in the Ontology 

The intention of Operation to Action Templates and Coalition Operational Templates is a 

reconfigurable and simple definition of production sequences in the EPS knowledge base. 

Due to its Xml content it is highly feasible for usage in EPMAS. Future work should focus on 

a complete integration in the EPS Ontology to enable homogeneous EPS development 

processes for computer scientists and production engineers. In this approach the sequences 

are specified using first order logic to achieve commonly defined semantics. Especially the 

complete integration of agent communication- and production domain is a feasible outcome 

of this approach.  

Implementing Learning 

There are various possibilities for learning in this context. One of the most promising is 

Reinforcement Learning, which is based on a feedback function, called reward. Learning is 

achieved in this case by maximisation of the expected reward. Since the credit system 

evaluates the agent‟s performance, it can be basis for the Reinforcement Learning reward 

function. Other approaches could use the so-called Case Based Reasoning method: learning 

is achieved by comparing the current problem to be solved with old cases, stored in a data-

base, to interfere the conclusion.  
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Appendix A  

Appendix A.1 shows the BDI methodology of (Georgeff and Lansky 1987). Beliefs, desires 

and intentions are used to structure and abstract problems in the agent design phase. 

 

Appendix A.1 BDI agent definition of (Georgeff and Lansky 1987) 

In contrast to the BDI approach presented earlier, Brook‟s subsumption architecture uses a 

layered modular structure shown in Appendix A.2.  

 

Appendix A.2 Brook‟s Subsumption layered architecture (Brooks 1991a) 

Brook‟s architecture uses layers to design intelligent agents. Two main approaches can be 

distinguished: 
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Horizontal layers 

This approach is similar to the conceptually simple purely reactive architecture, in such a 

manner that each layer receives a perception input and outputs an action (see Appendix A.3 

(a)). The difference however lies in the nature of the components which show a reactive and 

proactive behaviour respectfully. In this case an additional component is required to select 

according to the circumstances and henceforth give the control to either the reactive or 

proactive part. This function is especially critical since the designer has to consider all 

possible interactions between the layers. 

Vertical layers 

In vertically layered agents (see Appendix A.3 (b), (c)) the information passes through 

different reactive and proactive layers, in which different actions are proposed. One can 

divide vertical layered into one-pass architectures where the flow of information is directed 

upwards and two-pass architectures where the flow passes every layer twice. The last layer 

determines the output in both architectures. Although the complexity of interactions between 

layers is reduced significantly the robustness is also affected by the vertical design: failures 

in one layer have serious consequences for the overall performance. 

 

(a) (b) (c) 

Appendix A.3 Horizontal and vertical layered hybrid agents (Müller et al. 1995) 

Although this approach is arguably the most general design method, it has several 

disadvantages. In contrast to unlayered approaches they do not inhibit conceptual and 

semantic clarity of this approaches: It is hard to structure or describe layered approaches 

using logical semantics. 
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Appendix B 

Appendix B.1 shows KQML performatives and their categories defined by Finin et al. (1994). 

Category  Name 

Basic query evaluate, ask-if, ask-about, ask-one, ask-all 

Multi-response (query) stream-about, stream-all 

Response reply, sorry 

Generic informational tell, achieve, cancel, untell, unachieve 

Generator standby ready, next, discard, generator 

Capability definition advertise, subscribe, monitor, import, export 

Networking register, unregister, forward, broadcast, route 

Appendix B.1 Basic KQML performatives defined in (Finin et al. 1994) 

The performatives marked in red are misidentified as the agent cannot make another agent 

achieve something, it can only request a task from another agent. 

Appendix C 

Appendix C.1 shows a general framework for problem solving strategies of agents in the 

same environment. It involves three steps: problem decomposition, sub problem solution and 

solution synthesis. 

 

Appendix C.1 Cooperative problem solving three step procedure (Smith & Davis 1981)  
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In the problem decomposition phase, one or several agents slit the problem into sub-

problems, which are solved by agents according to their capabilities in the second phase. 

Finally the solution is composed from the sub-solutions. 

Appendix D 
Appendix D.1 shows a comparison of industrial relevant control architectures, ranging from 

centralised to distributed structures. 

 
Appendix D.1 Architectures for production (Dilts 1991) 

Figure (a) shows a centralised approach, with one central control unit and several distributed 

entities in a master and slave relationship. A heterarchical structure is shown in Figure (b), 

where Figure (c) shows a partly heterarchical architecture. The partly heterarchical structure 

has interconnections of distributed entities. The heterarchical control architecture is shown in 

Figure (d). Further information are described in (Dilts 1991). 

Appendix E 
Appendix E.1 shows a hierarchical description of Java classes of the agent state, which are 

implemented in the thesis.  

 
 

Appendix E.1 Java classes and methods of the agent state 

Agent state

Conveyer 

section state

Robot state

Feeder state

Gripper state

Warehouse agent 

state

CA state

MRA state
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The common super class is the Agent state class, in which common properties are 

defined for inheritance. The state representation is different for each agent type. Some 

methods of the abstract class Agent state are modified in corresponding sub-classes, e.g. 

the initialisation method (initState()).  

Appendix F 

This section shows models of the state representation for each agent type respectfully. 

Depending on the agent type, attribute values vary due to different capabilities of the agent. 

The cells, marked in dark blue, are state attributes of the common super class Agent 

state. State attributes such as physical position or operational state are defined for each 

agent type in the according class, e.g. the Robot state class. 

 
Appendix F.1 Robot agent state 

Appendix F.1 shows the model for the robot agent state representation. The skills are loaded 

from the agent‟s initiation file, called Blueprint File. The skills also have corresponding values 

like gripping force or maximum acceleration, which are not incorporated in the current 

implementation.  

 
Appendix F.2 Robot agent skills 

 Attribute values 

 R
o
b
o
t 
s
ta

te
 a

tt
ri
b
u
te

s
 

String availability free busy failure 

AID Coalition null nameXY  

int credits 0 10…1000  

int phy. position position(x,y,z)   

String op. state 
Gripper nameXY 

attached  
no gripper attached  

skill move shake carry 

  

 

AMI skills  Robot agent skills:  

 Do calibration  

 Do homing  

 Move manipulator to position  

 Move single axis to position - absolute  

 Move single axis to position – relative  

 Set coordinate system 

 Move external axis relativ  

 Move external axis absolute 

 calibrate  

 insert 

 align 

 getGripper 

 storeGripperinWarehouse 
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Appendix F.2 shows a table with robot agent skills and the corresponding AMI atomic skills. 

The robot agent skills are formed from atomic skills using Operation to Action Templates.  

Appendix F.3 shows the state for the gripper agent of the implemented Evolvable Production 

Multi-Agent System. 

 

Appendix F.3 Gripper agent state 

As discussed above the AMI atomic skills are the basis of the proposed bottom-up approach. 

The AMI skills form higher level skills, for the gripper agent Appendix F.4 shows the list of all 

skills. 

 

Appendix F.4 Gripper agent skills 

In comparison to robot or gripper agents, the warehouse agent and the feeder agent do not 

have skills, due to their mechanical properties. 

 Attribute values 

 G
ri
p
p
e
r 

s
ta

te
 a

tt
ri
b
u
te

s
 

String availability free busy failure 

AID Coalition null nameXY  

int credits 0 10…1000  

int phy. position claws opened claws closed part holding 

String op. state attached to robot in Warehouse  

skill grip release  

  

 

AMI skills: Gripper agent skills: 

 Attach changeable claws 

 Activate grasping mechanism 

 Deactivate grasping mechanism 

 Close 

 Detach changeable claws 

 Move claws 

 External force controlled gripping 

 External gripping 

 Internal force controlled gripping 

 Internal gripping 

 Open 

 Release 

 Grip 

 Release 

 Hold part 
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Appendix F.5 Warehouse agent state 

Appendix F.5 shows the warehouse agent state. When a gripper is placed in the warehouse, 

the AID of the agent is saved with the corresponding slot number in order to speed up 

cooperation procedures in the Coalition.  

 

Appendix F.6 Feeder agent state 

Appendix F.6 shows the state of the feeder agent. A new feeder with skills, such as the 

control of the position of parts in the feeder (controlPartPosition()) is subject of current 

research efforts at KTH.  

 

Appendix F.7 Conveyer section agent state 

 
Attribute values 

 W
a
re

h
o
u
s
e
 s

ta
te

 a
tt

ri
b
u
te

s
 String availability free busy failure 

AID Coalition null nameXY  

int credits 0 10…1000  

int phy. position position (x,y,z)   

String op. state 
Gripper AAA in slot 

XXXX 

Gripper BBB in slot 

YYYY 
 

  

 

 
Attribute values 

 

String availability free busy failure 

AID Coalition null nameXY  

int credits 0 10…1000  

int phy. position position (x,y)   

  

 

 Attribute values 

 G
ri
p
p
e
r 

s
ta

te
 a

tt
ri
b
u
te

s
 

String availability free busy failure 

AID Coalition null nameXY  

int credits 0 10…1000  

int phy. position is docking station in chain  

String op. state next section free next section blocked  

skill transport stop  
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Appendix F.7 shows the state of a conveyer section agent, which has skills (shown in 

Appendix F.8) for the transportation of the pallet on the work shop floor.  

 

Appendix F.8 Conveyer section agent skills 

The conveyer section agent has different relative physical positions according to the 

arrangement of the conveyer. This enables better coordination, as the agent has additional 

information for reasoning activities and decision making. 

Appendix G 

Appendix G.1 shows the FIPA-Request-Protocol for a query procedure. 

 

Appendix G.1 FIPA Request Interaction Protocol (Odell et al. 2001) 

AMI skills: Conveyer agent skills: 

 stop  

 move straight  

 turn left/ right  

 transport 

 wait  

 stop  
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Appendix H 

Appendix H.1 shows a communication diagram for a pick and place operation involving all 

robot-, gripper, feeder- and warehouse agents.  

 

Appendix H.1 Communication to achieve a pick and place sequence 

Each query to execute an agent‟s skill such as getGripper is marked with boxes. The green 

box at the top of the sequence visualises the reasoning process. 


